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Abstract
The everyday use of electronic equipment and the increase in computation capability and therefore
increasing amount of dissipated heat demands efficient systems and methods to remove the waste en-
ergy to maintain a stable operation and durability. The efficiency of convective air cooling, e.g. in data
centers, is very poor, progressively reaches technical constraints und is very energy consuming and
expensive. To reduce the use of energy and cost and save natural resources more efficient systems are
needed in future. Two-phase systems such as spray cooling have a very high heat transport capability
due to the usage of the enthaply of evaporation at the phase-change. In comparison to single-phase
cooling systems, spray cooling allows the reduction of the system filling and size due to a lower de-
mand for working fluid. Intensive research has been done in the past three decades, focussing on
the increasing heat transport capability through optimisation of surface topographies. The number
of studies on the description of fundamental physical effects and mechanisms is however very limited.
The essential and new approaches in this work are: (a) the determination of the ratio of the governing
heat transfer mechanisms convection and evaporation, depending on geometrical and operational pa-
rameters and (b) the characterisation of the heat transfer during the evaporation of coalesced droplets
with the aim to give a base for a description of the transition region of the evaporation of a single
droplet and a chaotic spray. The influence of the surface topography on the heat transfer on micro-
milled and micro-porous sintered structures is characterised with individual heat transfer coefficients.
The necessity of a discrete regard on the heat transport mechanisms is demonstrated. Additionally,
extensive parameter studies are presented to determine the influence of the mass flow, heat flux, fluid
subcooling as well as the saturation condition and the thermodynamic fluid properties. Results of
this work are the classification of the tested surfaces into two groups as well as a dependency of the
efficiency of heat transfer on the thermodynamic fluid properties and the combination of working
fluid and topography, since some effects only occur for specific combinations.
The need to investigate the local heat transport processes during the evaporation of coalesced droplets
is also proofed. As demonstrated in prior studies, the three-phase contact line governs the heat trans-
port. However not yet registered necking effects that significantly influence the heat transport occur
during the evaporation of coalesced droplets, which was firstly made visible in this work using high
time and space resolving infrared thermography.
The present work presents a data base for the determination of heat transfer coefficients for con-
vection and evaporation. The obtained results motivate further parameter studies to get a broad data
set to find and characterise the parameters needed for modelling. The succesful implementation of
both approaches proves the need for more research in the field of the fundamental description of
the heat transport processes during spray cooling and motivates to continue both approaches to be
able to develop a model to design spray cooling systems for future applications based on physics and
characteristic parameters in the near future.
Kurzfassung
Die tägliche Nutzung elektronischer Geräte und die steigende Rechenleistung und die dadurch
steigende Menge an Abwärme erfordern effiziente Systeme und Methoden, um die dissipierte En-
ergie abzuführen und so einen zuverlässigen Betrieb und eine lange Haltbarkeit zu gewährleisten.
Die Effizienz von konvektiver Kühlung mit Luft, zum Beispiel in Rechenzentren, ist gering, stößt
zunehmend an technologische Grenzen und ist sehr energieaufwändig und teuer. Um Energiever-
brauch und Kosten zu senken und natürliche Ressourcen zu schonen, werden zukünftig effizientere
Systeme benötigt. Zweiphasige Systeme wie die Sprühkühlung haben auf Grund der Verdampfungsen-
thalpie beim Phasenwechsel eine sehr große Wärmetransportfähigkeit. Sprühkühlung ermöglicht, im
Vergleich zu einphasigen Kühlsystemen, eine Verminderung der Füllmenge und damit der Größe des
Systems. In den letzten drei Jahrzehnten wurde intensiv an der Verbesserung der Wärmetransport-
fähigkeit durch die Optimierung von Oberflächenstrukturen geforscht. Die Anzahl an Studien zur
Beschreibung der grundlegenden physikalischen Effekte und Mechanismen ist jedoch sehr begrenzt.
Die wesentlichen und neuen Ansätze in dieser Arbeit sind: (a) die Bestimmung der Anteile der
dominierenden Wärmeübertragungsmechanismen Konvektion und Verdampfung in Abhängigkeit
von geometrischen und Betriebsparametern und (b) die Charakterisierung der Wärmeübertragung
während der Verdampfung von koaleszierten Tropfen, mit dem Ziel, eine Grundlage zur Beschrei-
bung des Übergangsbereiches zwischen der Verdampfung eines einzelnen Tropfens und eines chaotis-
chen Sprays darzustellen. Der Einfluss der Topographie der Oberfläche auf den Wärmeübergang wird
auf mikro-gefrästen und mikro-porös gesinterten Strukturen mit Hilfe der individuellen Wärmeüber-
gangskoeffizienten charakterisiert. Die Notwendigkeit der getrennten Betrachtung der Wärmetrans-
portmechanismen wird nachgewiesen. Zusätzlich werden umfangreiche Parameterstudien zum Ein-
fluss von Massenstrom, Wärmestromdichte, Unterkühlung der eingespritzten Flüssigkeit, sowie des
Sättigungszustandes und der thermodynamischen Fluideigenschaften vorgestellt. Ergebnisse der Ar-
beit sind die Einteilung der getesteten Oberflächen in zwei Gruppen, sowie eine Anhängigkeit der
Effizienz der Wärmeübertragung von den thermodynamischen Fluideigenschaften und der Kombina-
tion aus Arbeitsfluid und Topographie, da einige Effekte nur bei bestimmten Kombinationen auftreten.
Die Notwendigkeit der Untersuchung der lokalen Wärmetransportprozesse bei der Verdampfung ko-
aleszierter Tropfen wird ebenfalls nachgewiesen. Wie schon in vorherigen Studien bewiesen werden
konnte, dominiert die Dreiphasen-Kontaktlinie den Wärmetransport. Allerdings treten bei der Ver-
dampfung koaleszierter Tropfen bisher nicht beachtete Einschnür-Effekte auf, die den Wärmetrans-
port maßgeblich beeinflussen und in dieser Arbeit erstmals mittels zeit- und örtlich hoch auflösender
Infrarotthermographie sichtbar gemacht werden konnten.
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt eine Datenbasis für die Bestimmung der Wärmeübergangskoeffizienten
für Konvektion und Verdampfung dar. Die erzielten Ergebnisse motivieren weitere Parameterstudien,
um eine breite Datenbasis zur Findung und Charakterisierung der erforderlichen Parameter zur Mod-
ellierung zu erhalten. Die erfolgreiche Umsetzung der beiden Ansätze beweist die Notwendigkeit für
weiteren Forschungsbedarf im Bereich der fundamentalen Beschreibung der Wärmetransportprozesse
bei Sprühkühlung und motiviert beide Ansätze weiter zu verfolgen, um in absehbarer Zukunft eine
auf physikalischen Gesetzen und charakteristischen Größen basierendes Modell zur Auslegung von
Sprühkühlungssystemen für zukünftige Anwendungen erstellen zu können.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols
Symbol Description unit
A area m2
A parameter -
b (channel/ grid) width m
B parameter -
c specific heat capacity J/kg K
C parameter -
d diameter; distance m
d32 Sauter diameter m
f frequency Hz
f relative error -
F absolute error unit of measure
∆hv enthalpy of evaporation J/kg
h heat transfer coefficient W/m2K
h (base) height; layer thickness m
i number; individual -
I current A
I intensity -
j number; individual -
k number; placeholder -
l length m
m number -
M mass kg
M˙ mass flow kg/s
n number -
N˙ droplet flow density 1/m2 s
p∗ non-dimensional pressure -
p pressure bar
P power W
III
q˙ heat flux W/m2
Q heat J
Q˙ heat flow W
r radial position; radius m
r ratio of real surface area to projected
surface area
-
r˙ (leakage) rate mbar/l s
R electrical resistance Ω
R thermal resistance K/m
Ra surface roughness m
s distance; web width m
t∗ non-dimensional temperature -
t temperature °C, K
u axial velocity m/s
U voltage V
v velocity m/s
V volume m3
V˙ volume flow l/h
w weighing coefficient -
x lateral length m
x value depends on measure
x¯ mean value unit as measure
IV
Greek symbols
Symbol Description Unit
α inclination angle ◦
β spray angle ◦
δ partial derivative -
∆ difference -
η dynamic viscosity kg/m s
∞ infinity -
ϑ contact angle ◦
ϑs apparent contact angle
◦
λ thermal conductivity W/m K
λ transmission wave length µm
pi the number Pi -
ρ density kg/m3
σ standard deviation unit of measure
σ (surface) tension N/m
τ time s
Φ ratio of the surface in contact with the
droplet
-
Non-dimensional numbers
Symbol Description
Re =
ρl vimp l
η
Reynolds number
We =
ρl v
2
imp l
σ
Weber number
V
Indices
Symbol Description
* indicating rough surface
0 at time τ= 0
0 position numbering
1 position numbering
acc accumulated
ambient ambient (condition)
bias bias
c convection
calc calculated /-ion
CD coaslesced droplet
cell cell
cl contact line
cond condenser; conduction
Cu copper
crit critical
dep deposit
dg degassed
disc carrier disc
diss dissipated
drop droplet
dyn dynamic
e evaporation; equilibrium
EBU early break-up
el electrical
f fluid
film film
grain grain
h heater
i inner
imp impact
joule Joule
l liquid
LBU late break-up
VI
leakage leakage
lvi liquid-vapour interface
m measured
max maximum
MDG multiple droplet generator
meas measure /-ing
melt melt /-ing
meth methanol
mht mean heat transport
ndg non-degassed
NCD non-coalesced droplet
nov Novec™-7000
nozzle nozzle
o outer
opt optimum
PF performance fluid
proj projected
Q1/Q2 Position of thermocouples Q1/Q2
r real
rel relative
s surface
sat saturation
sinter sinter /-ed
sis total surface inside structure in contact with fluid
sns secondary nucleation site(s)
st steel
sta statistic /-al
sto stochastic /-al
th thermal
theo theoretical
tot total
v vapour; condensate
vfis volume of fluid inside structure
w wall
wf wall to fluid
window window
VII
Acronyms
Acronym Description
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
C elementary carbon
Ca elementary calcium
Cr elementary chromium
Cu elementary copper
CAD computer aided design
CHF critical heat flux
CoSi selective laser sintered structure
CP sintered structure
CPU central processing unit
CS small circular grooved structure
CS3 big circular grooved structure
CS3CP hybrid structure
CSI Center of Smart Interfaces
DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung/ German institute for standards
DKD Deutscher Kalibrierdienst/ German calibration service
DML selective laser sintered/ direct metal laser sintered
EN European Institute for Standards
ETP electrolytic tough pitch
F elementary fluor
FC-72/77 flourinert electronic liquids
FOV field of view
H elementary hydrogen
ISO International Organisation for Standardisation
LabVIEW Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench
Matlab matrix laboratory, numerical computing environment
meth methanol
Nb elementary niob
NBR nitrile rubber
NCG non-condensable gas
Ni elementary nickel
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
nov Novec™-7000
VIII
O elementary oxygen
OEM original equipment manufacturer
OG selective laser sintered octagonal grid structure
PDA phase doppler analyser
peek polyether ether ketone, thermoplastic polymer
PF-5052/5060 fluorinated performance fluids
PPI pores per inch
PS polished surface
PTW Institute of Production Management, Technology and Machine Tools
PU polyurethane, polymer
RC selective laser sintered stacked rotated channels structure
R134a haloalkane refrigerant 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane
SLA Institute of Fluid- and Aerodynamics
tan Tangens function
IX
1 Introduction
Electronic equipment of everyday life such as notebooks, desktop computers and servers, for exam-
ple in data centers, consume electrical energy, which is transformed into waste heat that has to be
removed from the chips to ensure the stable operation of the electronic equipment. In notebooks and
desktop computers, the heat is typically transported by so-called heat pipes from the heat dissipat-
ing chip to a position in the device where the heat is released with a heat spreader or by air flow
cooling. In big data centers the equipment is traditionally cooled by conditioned air cooling of the
rooms where the equipment is set up. Due to the very high energy consumption of the climatisation
devices, the very high costs of electrical energy and the aim to save natural resources, the cooling
needs to be done differently in future. In some new data centers the dissipated heat is transported
from the equipment to a heat sink by single-phase water cooling [27]. This method benefits from
the fact that the heat capacity for water is four times higher than for air and therefore the sensible
heat transferable with water is four times higher at the same temperature difference and mass flow.
An increasing performance of calculation capability of the electronic devices now and in the future
creates the demand for high heat flux cooling technologies. The single-phase water cooling will also
reach capacity limits, thus two-phase systems are necessary. Two-phase heat transport is very efficient
since the energy transportable by the phase change due to the high enthalpy of evaporation of the
liquid working fluid is much higher than energy transportable by sensible heat. The latent heat, ∆hv,
is usually much higher than the sensible heat cl∆t, for moderate ∆t (here ∆t = 1 K) for the same
fluid; for example for water (for t = 50 °C) the factor is ∆hv ≈ 567 · cl · 1 K .
Different methods are imaginable to implement phase-change heat transfer. Much research is per-
formed on different two-phase heat transport cooling technologies, for example flow boiling in chan-
nels of micro and nano size as well as jet and spray cooling, heat pipes, and capillary and mechanically
pumped two-phase loop systems. From prior research it is generally known that spray cooling has the
following main benefits compared to the other methods:
• a spray provokes a homogeneous fluid distribution on the surface it is sprayed on, which pre-
vents the damage of the electronic device due to hot spots and local overheating,
• the heat removal capacity of a liquid being evaporated (phase-changed) reduces the amount of
working fluid that is needed, which reduces the volume and weight of a cooling system,
• the highest transportable heat fluxes are achieved using spray cooling systems.
Spray cooling heat transfer is influenced by many parameters and a fundamental and comprehensive
mathematical description is not yet possible. Different effects and mechanisms superpose each other
and need to be understood individually and also mathematically modelled before starting to search
for a description of the interactions. A lot of research has been done in the field of spray cooling; the
method is already used in industrial processes, but there is still a lack in the basic understanding of
the governing heat transfer mechanisms.
This work intends to strike a new path by implementing new approaches such as the discrete charac-
terisation of the governing heat transfer mechanisms and also a sophisticated view on the evaporation
of multiple coalescing droplets to close the gap between the description of a single evaporating droplet
to a fully chaotic spray that is only characterisable by global mean numbers.
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2 State of the Art
A review and analysis of literature to introduce the reader to the basics needed to understand this
work will be given briefly in this chapter and are categorised as follows:
• Literature that describes the interactions of a liquid fluid in contact with a solid surface.
• Literature that essentially describes the mechanisms of heat transfer relevant for this work.
• Literature that tries to develop optimal operational process parameters and optimal geometrical
wall topographies to increase a) the critical heat flux and b) the heat transfer coefficient of a
spray cooling system.
In most of the studies such as the ones presented in the following, the maximum transferable heat
flux of a surface called the critical heat flux (CHF) is used to characterise the heat transport capability
of a system. The critical heat flux q˙CHF depicts the heat flux where the heat transfer changes from
a stable state to a very unstable state where a partial or even total dryout of the surface occurs and
the temperature at the surface tw can increase above the melting temperature tmelt of the material,
resulting in failure of the equipment, the so called burnout.
2.1 Fluid in contact with a surface
The following paragraphs give a short introduction into physics and effects occuring when liquid fluid
is in contact with a solid surface.
2.1.1 Contact Angle and Wetting
In a phase, stability is maintained by cohesion forces, which are the attractive forces between the
molecules. At the boundary of two different phases, intermolecular forces called adhesive forces occur,
which maintain the attachment of different matter, [78].
Inside a liquid, the cohesion forces between the molecules act on each other and cancel each other
since the molecules are surrounded by molecules of the same type. At the boundary of a liquid to
a gas or vapour, the attracting force directed outwards is missing which results in a pressure force
directed inwards called the cohesive pressure
∆p =
2σ
r
, (2.1)
where r is the radius of the sphere, [78]. Equation 2.1 is also known in literature as Young-Laplace-
Equation.
Molecules have to be transported from the inside to the outer boundary to increase the surface of the
liquid. For this reason the molecules at the liquid surface have a potential energy
∆E = σ∆A, (2.2)
with the specific surface energy σ, [78].
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The surface of a liquid has always a minimum surface area since every system aims to reach the
equilibrium state with the minimum potential energy. Thus liquid droplets in gas and gas bubbles
in liquid are always in a spherical shape. To move a part of the liquid boundary of the length l
orthogonally by the length ds, which increases the surface by dA = lds, the work dW = Fds is
necessary, [78]. The surface energy increases by dE = dW and from equation (2.2) follows the
surface energy
σ =
dW
dA
=
Fds
lds
=
F
l
. (2.3)
In this case the surface energy σ equals the modulus of the surface force F acting on the length l of
the boundary. Thus σ is also called surface tension (also in the following).
If the adhesion forces between the molecules of the solid and the liquid are much higher than the
cohesion forces, the liquid spreads over the solid surface. This condition is called perfect wetting.
While if the cohesion forces prevail, the liquid stays as a droplet on the surface, which is called
imperfect wetting, [78]
In a system with the three phases vapour (1), liquid (2) and solid (3) tensions exist between the
boundaries as shown in figure 2.1, [78].
liquid (2)
ϑe
solid (3)
vapour (1)
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a liquid droplet in a vapour atmosphere on an ideal smooth solid surface
The horizontal components σ13, σ12 and σ23 vanish and an angle, called equilibrium contact angle
ϑe, occurs between the liquid and the ideal smooth solid surface
cos ϑe =
σ13 − σ23
σ12
. (2.4)
Equation 2.4 is also known as Young’s Equation [54]. The equilibrium contact angle ϑe depends on the
interaction of the properties of the fluid and the surface material properties. The lower the interaction
is, the higher is the contact angle ϑe. For contact angle 5
◦ ≤ ϑe < 90◦ the liquid is wetting and
the condition is called hydrophilic. For ϑe < 5
◦ the condition is called superhydrophilic, the imperfect
wetting condition for ϑe ≥ 90◦ is called hydrophobic, while for 150◦ < ϑe ≤ 180◦ the non-wetting
condition is called superhydrophobic or lotus effect, [54].
According to [54] there are two main factors determining if a surface is hydrophilic or hydrophobic:
The first factor is the surface chemistry or surface energy which depends on the material chemistry
and determines if the surface is hydrophilic with a high surface energy (e.g. metal) or if the surface
energy is low which causes a hydrophobic surface (e.g. teflon or plastics). The second factor is the
surface roughness. In reality there exists no perfect smooth surface, every surface has a structure,
that can be in the macro- micro- or nano-range or even lower. In the following the real surface is
also called rough surface. According to [54] there exist two different states describing if the liquid is
in complete contact with the surface, called Wenzel-State, or if the liquid is divided through tiny air
entrapments from the surface which is called Cassie-Baxter-State.
3
Wenzel-State [54]
As described before the Wenzel-State assumes that the liquid is in complete direct contact with a
rough solid surface, as schematically shown in figure 2.2.
solid
vapour 
liquid droplet ϑ*
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Wenzel-State: Liquid droplet in complete contact with a rough solid
surface
There is no air or vapour entrapment inside the rough surface that prevents direct fluid contact to the
surface. The droplet is called pinned droplet. The surface roughness is described by the factor r in the
Wenzel-Model which describes the ratio of the real surface area to the projected surface area. Since
every real surface has a roughness r > 1. The Wenzel-Model:
cos ϑ∗ = r cos ϑe. (2.5)
where ϑ∗ is the contact angle on a real rough surface. Assuming ϑe = 45◦ and r = 1.2 the ϑ∗ = 32◦,
thus ϑ∗ < ϑe. For ϑe = 135◦ and r = 1.2 the ϑ∗ = 148◦, thus ϑ∗ > ϑe. The example states that a
hydrophobic surface will become even more hydrophobic and a hydrophilic surface will become even
more hydrophilic due to surface roughness.
Cassie-Baxter-State [54]
If the droplet is in the Cassie-Baxter-State there is air/vapour inside the surface roughness that
separates the droplet from the surface, see figure 2.3. In some applications this can be used to
produce water repelling and self-cleaning surfaces.
solid
vapour 
ϑ*
liquid droplet
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the Cassie-Baxter-State: Liquid droplet separated by air/vapour from a rough
solid surface
The Cassie-Baxter-Model:
cos ϑ∗ = −1 + Φ (cos ϑe + 1). (2.6)
where Φ is the ratio of solid in contact with the water droplet. If the droplet is completely sitting
on air pockets (Φ = 0), the real contact angle is ϑ∗ = 180◦ which is a perfect superhydrophobic
surface. The droplet is called non-pinning droplet.
4
2.1.2 Film Hydrodynamics
Spraying a liquid onto a surface generates a moving liquid film at the surface. If the surface has a
macro- or micro-structure the liquid can fill up the structure. Different film states are defined in Hsieh
and Yao [41] shown in figure 2.4.
vapour 
liquid film
solid solid
vapour 
thin liquid film
ruptured film
solid
vapour 
solid
vapour 
partial dryout
ruptured film
Figure 2.4: Schematic of different film states on structured surfaces according to [41]
If the surface is not heated or the surface superheat ∆tw = tw − tsat is as low as no evaporation
takes place, the structure of the surface is fully flooded with a closed liquid film above the structure
(top left state in figure 2.4). With increasing surface superheat∆tw, the film thickness decreases until
a thin film exists that can partially rupture (top right state in figure 2.4). With further increasing ∆tw
the film ruptures more and partial dryout zones occurs (bottom left state in figure 2.4). Fully dryout
occurs when the liquid is fully evaporated (bottom right state in figure 2.4).
The film state depends on many influencing parameters as the film flow, thermodynamic fluid prop-
erties, the surface superheat and wetting behaviour of the combination fluid/surface material. If
different working fluids are compared possible different fluid densities influence the film thickness if
a constant mass flow is set. Accordingly a fluid with a lower density has a higher volumetric flow and
thus a potentially thicker film for the same mass flow.
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2.2 Heat Transfer Mechanisms during Liquid Impingement Cooling
Much literature is available explaining the basic heat transfer phenomena during liquid-vapour phase-
change. Good overviews are presented in Carey [13] and Kandlikar et al. [42]. For more detailed
information please consult the literature.
2.2.1 Single-phase and Two-phase Heat Transport during Single Drop Impact
Heat Transfer, Dynamics and Temperature Distribution During Single Drop Impact
Fischer et al. [34] did an experimental study on single droplet evaporation of the fluid FC-72 in
a pure vapour saturated atmosphere using high-speed black-and-white video and high-speed ther-
mography imaging methods. The authors [34] found that during drop impact the heat is transferred
primarily through single-phase convection until the temperature of the liquid tl equals the saturation
temperature tsat. The energy is stored in the liquid by sensible heat.
In a study on isopropanol single droplet evaporation in an air atmosphere by Bhardwaj et al. [9], the
droplet dynamics and heat transport have been investigated using high-speed black-and-white video
and a laser-based thermoreflectance method to measure temperatures at the solid-liquid interface.
According to [9] the drop experiences a strong deformation during impact, followed by oscillations.
For the first milliseconds the temperature at the interface decreases very strongly, since the impact-
ing drop provides a steady supply of cold fluid to the surface. The temperature increases when the
liquid moves away from the surface due to the oscillation and the transport of heated liquid back to
the middle of the droplet due to a decrease in spreading on the surface. Finally the temperature in-
creases slightly and reaches the initial temperature of the surface due to the fading of the oscillations.
Bhardwaj et al. [9] obtained increasing oscillations with increasing surface temperatures and base
this effect on a lower liquid viscosity for a higher fluid temperature.
Droplet Evaporation, Temperature Distribution and Heat Transfer without or after Drop Impact
If the temperature of the impacted and settled liquid tl equals the saturation temperature tsat, evapo-
ration at the three-phase contact line (see section 2.2.2) dominates the heat transfer [34].
Raj et al. [65] did an experimental-numerical study on the behaviour of the three-phase contact line
under superheated conditions and found that by increasing the wall superheat ∆tw, the apparent
contact angle ϑs increases as well as the rate of evaporation M˙e. To enable greater evaporation rates,
more liquid needs to be delivered towards the contact line region due to a pressure drop between
this region and the buk liquid [65]. According to Raj et al. [65] this pressure drop is generated by a
decreased thickness of the adsorbed film and by an increasing curvature gradient creating increased
capillary forces and increasing the contact angle.
The schematic of a single droplet placed on a heated surface is shown in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a droplet evaporating from a heated surface
During droplet evaporation Bhardwaj et al. [9] measured decreasing temperatures at the liquid-solid
interface until the drop finishes as a thin film.
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In a study by Crafton and Black [19], small droplets from water and n-heptane were gently placed
on a heated surface. [19] found that for water droplets the contact angle ϑs and droplet height hdrop
decrease during the evaporation process, while the diameter ddrop remains constant during droplet
lifetime on the surface. This is a pinning situation. For the n-heptane droplets [19] found that the
diameter and the height of the droplets decrease while the contact angle remains nearly constant
for the droplet lifetime, which is a non-pinning situation. When the evaporation process comes to
an end, the droplets (water and n-heptane) begin to move very violently [19]. It was found that
the evaporation time τe decreases with increasing surface temperature tw, while it increases with
increasing droplet diameter ddrop and droplet mass Mdrop.
Tarozzi et al. [79] did experiments with evaporating water droplets on an infrared-transmissible sub-
strate covered with black paint in order to achieve a high emissivity for the infrared camera. [79]
recorded a radial temperature profile through the droplet at selected reference points to visualise the
solid-liquid interface during evaporation of the droplet after drop impact/deposition. Tarozzi et al.
[79] found that the temperature first strongly decreases, followed by an increasing temperature, a
broadening radial region of temperature changes and slight oscillations towards a stationary temper-
ature condition.
Heat Transfer Coefficient of Single Droplet Evaporation
The time and space resolved heat flux and the dynamics of a droplet evaporating on an isother-
mal wall have been determined in a study by Lee et al. [48]. The authors [48] measured droplets
on a microscale heater array in air atmosphere (also used in [39]) at different wall superheats. [48]
found that the evaporation time decreases with increasing wall superheat. The author also observed
high-frequency temperature oscillations during the drop impact for the experiment with high wall
superheat, which is constituted with nucleate boiling that can be seen on the high-speed video record-
ings. In experiments with low wall superheat only a few bubbles occurred, which [48] were assigned
to degassing of the working fluid and not to nucleate boiling.
Lee et al. [48] concluded that the droplet evaporation process can be divided into two parts:
• the transient part, where the heat transfer coefficient h is transient, caused by: initial heat
conduction, oscillations of the droplet during/after impact, and the establishment of a vapour
boundary layer between the liquid-air interface due to a steep concentration gradient;
• the constant heat transfer coefficient h = const. part, where the heat transfer is determined by
a thermal resistance Rth that is composed of the thermal resistance within the liquid due to heat
conduction in the liquid and the vapour removal resistance.
According to Lee et al. [48], the data of the calculated heat transfer coefficient hcalc and the measured
heat transfer coefficient hmeas match very good. [48] suggest continuing studies to model the heat
transfer coefficient in the transient part of the heat transfer during droplet impingement and evapo-
ration.
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2.2.2 Single-phase and Two-phase Heat Transport during Spray Impact
In the following, the governing heat transfer mechanisms of spray cooling will be elucidated. The
most common and/or for the author most important mechanisms are: single-phase convection, thin
film evaporation, nucleate boiling and the heat transfer in the vicinity of the three-phase contact line.
The following subsections give a short overview of the fundamentals as well as some results of find-
ings in current research activities. The main conclusion from studies that can be found in literature is
that the different mechanisms interact and affect each other, so it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between the mechanisms when constituting the main findings in the studies.
Single-phase Convection
The liquid that is sprayed on a surface produces a film. The film spreads and flows over the sur-
face. The transport of energy due to a liquid flowing over a surface, just heating up the liquid, is
called single-phase convection. The convective heat flux q˙c is given with
q˙c = M˙ cl (tl,out − tl,in), (2.7)
where M˙ is the mass flow, cl is the specific heat capacity and tl,out and tl,in are the outlet and inlet
temperature of the fluid. The mechanism comprises from the simultaneous conduction of heat from
the surface to the fluid and the flow of this fluid over the surface.
The flow of the fluid is either enabled by the natural draft due to a difference in density which is
called natural convection or is impressed for example by an external force (e.g. a pump or forced
impingement) and then named forced convection. Superposing natural and forced convection, the
part of natural convection is usually neglected, since forced convection (with adequate minimum
velocity of the flow) dominates.
The convective heat transfer is calculated by balances of mass, momentum and energy. The convec-
tively transferred heat flux q˙c is calculated as
q˙c = hc (tw − t∞), (2.8)
where hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient and t∞ is the temperature of the fluid in the bulk.
The convective heat transfer coefficient hc can be determined in simple cases by Nusselt correlations
that are specified in detail in the VDI Heat Atlas [82]. In this work the heat transfer coefficient is
determined from the measured heat flux and temperatures.
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Thin Film Evaporation
A spray deposited on a surface creates a film that may be closed or partially ruptured depending
on the mass flux, surface topography, wetting conditions and surface superheat. The heat is con-
ducted from the solid surface through the liquid film to the liquid-vapour interface. A schematic
sketch of thin film evaporation is shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of thin film evaporation
According to Mesler [52], nucleate boiling leads to a decreasing film thickness and dominates heat
transfer once it has been initiated.
The evaporation rate M˙e of a thin film increases as the thickness of the film sfilm decreases until sfilm
reaches the value where the intermolecular forces dominate and evaporation comes to rest [87].
From the energy balance, the heat transferred by conduction through the liquid film q˙cond and the
heat transported due to evaporation from the surface q˙v have to equal assuming a static system with
a constant thickness of the film sfilm:
M˙e ∆hv
A
= q˙v = q˙w = q˙cond =
λl
sfilm
(tw − tsat), (2.9)
where M˙ is the mass flux and with assumptions that λ 6= f (t) and tsat is const.
For a constant wall temperature tw, the heat flux q˙w increases with decreasing thickness of the film
sfilm, while for constant heat flux at the wall q˙w, the temperature and the superheat at the wall in-
creases with increasing film thickness, which leads to nucleate boiling if the wall superheat ∆tw is
sufficient.
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Nucleate Boiling
If the superheat is sufficient, nucleate boiling occurs at the surface during spray cooling. Since
the nucleate boiling mechanism necessitates nucleation sites to initiate the formation and growth
of bubbles, the activation and the number of active nucleation sites is very important for efficient
heat transfer in spray cooling; cf. [68]. According to [16] surface nucleation sites are vapour or gas
inclusions inside of small scratches or roughnesses on a surface that are enclosed by liquid (see figure
2.7).
vapour bubble
surface nucleation site
q
Figure 2.7: Schematic of nucleate boiling from surface nucleation sites
Vapour bubbles grow out of the nucleation sites if the superheat is sufficient. Some of the growing
bubbles merge with neighbour bubbles and the bubbles break away from the surface if the critical
bubble departure diameter dcrit has been reached and therefore transport the absorbed heat away
from the surface. During spray cooling the liquid and the vapour bubbles inside the liquid are moved
over the surface forced by the spray.
Secondary Nucleation
During nucleate boiling in spray cooling, some bubbles break up or are divided into several smaller
bubbles by impacting droplets from the spray, as schematically shown in figure 2.8. The assumption
of so-called ‘secondary nucleation sites’, which are not located on the surface but in the superheated
thin film covering the surface, was done for the first time by Mesler and Mailen [53].
secondary nuclei from NCG
secondary nuclei
from bursting bubble
q
surface nucleation site
Figure 2.8: Schematic of the formation of secondary nucleation sites
Several studies on boiling heat transfer show that the higher the heat flux, the greater the number
of active nucleation sites. After several scientists ([56],[51]) found that the surface temperature
of boiling in thin liquid films is lower than in pool boiling under similar conditions, Bergman and
Mesler [8] did experiments finding that new bubbles grow from remains of former bubbles inside
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the liquid film. Mesler [21] further found that droplets impacting on a liquid film transport vapour
or gas inclusions into the liquid film that also act as secondary nucleation sites and concluded that
therefore the number of secondary nucleation sites depends on the number of impacting droplets.
Setting up a numerical model, Zhao et al. [94] found that the number of introduced secondary
nucleation sites per droplet depends on the droplet velocity, droplet diameter and the viscosity of the
fluid. Sigler and Mesler [71] found that the mean number of introduced secondary nucleation sites
per droplet nsns ≈ 2...3 for a water droplet with a diameter ddrop = 0.4 mm and that nsns decreases
with decreasing droplet diameter.
The influence of secondary nucleation sites on the heat transfer during spray cooling has been investi-
gated by different researchers in the past. Yang [93], Mudawar et al. [55] and Estes et al. [31] found
that increasing the mass flow of working fluid increases the number of droplets and therefore the
number of secondary nucleation sites in the liquid film. [21] found that a higher mass flow and the
number of nucleation sites are not the only parameters since a higher mass flow results in a thicker
liquid film on the surface that has a higher resistance and hinders secondary nucleation sites from
entering the thin superheated liquid boundary layer.
To prove the existence and the influence on heat transfer of the secondary nucleation sites, two differ-
ent studies ([66], [15]) will be cited in the following: Rini et al. [66] did a spray cooling experiment
using a semi-transparent heater previously used in a pool boiling experiment and visualised vapour
bubbles with high-speed video recording. [66] found that the bubble density in spray cooling is
higher than for pool boiling under the same conditions using the same working fluid FC-72. Rini et
al. [66] conclude that this is due to the existence of secondary nucleation sites inside the liquid film.
The authors [66] additionally increased the number of droplets on a surface keeping the heat flux
constant and found that the surface superheat decreases by ∆tw = 3− 4K. From pool boiling it is
known that the density of active nucleation sites increases with increasing surface superheat, which
is a contradiction to the results in this study [66]. Rini et al. [66] conclude that this is additional
proof for the existence of secondary nucleation sites. In their experiments [66] found that up to 80%
of the bubbles grow from secondary nucleation sites, which means that a large amount of the heat
is transported due to the secondary nuclei. Since the dwell time of bubbles from secondary nuclei is
lower than the one of surface nucleation sites due to the transport of the bubbles in the flowing liquid
film, the amount of heat transferred per bubble from secondary nuclei is lower than the amount of
heat per bubble from surface nuclei [66].
Chen et al. [15] did a simulation of the heat transport with a variation of the number of secondary
nuclei that are brought into the liquid film per droplet. Additionally the authors [15] simulated the
heat transport with only surface nuclei, also varying the number of nuclei from n = 0 − 500. Chen
et al. [15] found that the number of surface nuclei has only a negligible influence on heat flux (in this
range), while the number of droplets and the number of secondary nuclei per droplet has an influence.
Concluding the results of the studies above, the existence and the importance of secondary nucle-
ation sites on spray cooling heat transfer has been explained. The number of secondary nucleation
sites transported to the liquid film per droplet and the mechanisms how secondary nucleation sites
are created inside the liquid film due to bubble disruption are not yet understood in detail.
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The Three-phase Contact line
In a two-phase system containing working fluid in liquid and vapour phase, a boundary called
three-phase contact line, where the two-phase liquid-vapour interface is in contact with a heated
solid surface, exists. The three-phase contact line is graded in three regions ([77], [47]): the ab-
sorbed film region, the micro region and the macro region (see figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the three-phase contact line and the three regions
According to Kunkelmann [47] the thickness of the thin adsorbed film in the adsorbed film region is in
the range of some nanometres. The length scale of the micro region is in the order of a micrometre.
In the adsorbed film region the intermolecular attraction due to van der Waals forces between fluid
and wall molecules is dominant (cf. [77]). According to Stephan [77] the temperature at the liquid-
vapour interface in the adsorbed film region equals the temperature of the wall tw = tlvi.
According to Wayner [88] the thin liquid film can break up due to stresses produced by deviations
in the intermolecular force field, which effects large interfacial temperature gradients. In the micro
region, the adhesion forces decrease but the curvature of the liquid meniscus reaches its maximum,
which has an influence on the thermodynamic equilibrium resulting in a temperature at the liquid-
vapour interface that is lower than the temperature of the wall tw>tlvi but higher than the saturation
temperature of the vapour tlvi>tsat [77]. According to [77] and [47] the high curvature leads to
a jump in pressure and results in a high evaporation rate due to the changed saturation condition
and therefore forces a liquid flow from the macro region into the micro region. The change in the
intermolecular field of forces, which is dependent on the shape of the contact line, has a significant
effect on the heat transfer in the contact line region [88].
From the micro to the macro region the adhesion forces further decrease (cf. [47]). The curvature
in the macro region is nearly constant and the liquid-vapour interface macroscopically seems to hit
the solid wall at an apparent contact line with a fixed angle, called the apparent contact angle ϑs (see
figure 2.9) [77].
According to Plawsky et al. [58] the macro region is the bulk fluid region that represents the reservoir
that replenishes fluid through capillary flow to the micro region due to the strong evaporation and
mass transport occurring in this region. Plawsky et al. [58] conclude that the resistance to heat
transfer can be explained by the conduction resistances in the solid and the fluid and the liquid-
vapour interfacial resistance due to intermolecular forces.
In studies on spray cooling heat transfer, Horacek et al. [39] and Sodtke [75] found that the mea-
sured heat flux q˙ correlated very well with the length of the three-phase contact line lcl that is spread
or rather formed on different tested surfaces.
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2.3 Geometrical Parameters
2.3.1 Surface Topography
The influence of the surface topography on the efficiency of spray cooling has been investigated
in various studies for more than twenty years. For a good overview and comparison, the surface
topographies will be divided into two groups:
• micro-structured surfaces – in general milled/drilled structures with well-defined geometrical
characteristics;
• micro-porous surfaces or coatings – structures with undercuts, usually manufactured by coat-
ing/sintering with small particles and partially random geometrical characteristics.
The word “micro” in this work defines surface structures consisting of fluid distributing chan-
nels/capillaries with characteristic sizes <1 mm.
Micro-structured Surfaces
Hsieh and Yao [41] studied the influence of micro-structured silicon surfaces on water spray cool-
ing and compared the results to a smooth silicon surface. The aim of the micro-structured surfaces in
[41] was to increase the heat transfer area and to take advantage of capillary forces inside the micro-
structures to ensure a passive liquid distribution for an efficient evaporation of a uniform thin film.
Comparing the smallest micro-structure to the smooth silicon surface, Hsieh and Yao [41] measured
16% higher CHF at a wall superheat ∆tW = 9K for the micro-structured surface.
The authors [41] sum up the results as follows:
• In the flooded and dryout regime, the surface texture has negligible effect on the heat transfer.
• In the thin film and partial dryout regime, the micro-structured surfaces give higher heat transfer
rates than the smooth silicon surface.
Further very extensive studies on the influence of enhanced surface structures on spray cool-
ing efficiency using the working fluid PF-5060 have been carried out by the research group of
Kim([28],[73],[18]). Silk et al. [28] tested cubic studs but in contrast to [41] they manufac-
tured cubic stud structures on copper surfaces with a broad variation of geometrical parameters.
The authors performed experiments with degassed and gassy test cell with a flow rate of V˙ = 12 l/h.
The authors [28] conclude that varying the stud size s and the groove width g has a dominant influ-
ence on the CHF. The smaller the stud size and the smaller the groove width, the higher the CHF. In the
study the CHF increases, compared to the smooth reference, between 21% and 51% with degassed
working fluid, while the enhancement of CHF with non-degassed working fluid ranges between 14%
and 38%. The influence of non-condensable gases (NCG) will be discussed in detail in subsection
2.4.3. In an additional study on geometrical parameters, Coursey et al.[18] tested the performance of
different micro-channel groove depths on spray cooling efficiency. The flow rate of the working fluid
PF-5060 on the surface was varied from V˙ = 3.1−6.7 l/h. The groove width b and the fin width s are
kept constant at 0.36 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. In the regime of wall superheats∆tW = 8−10 K,
the structures with a groove depth h = 3− 5 mm have the best performance, while in the regime
with wall superheats ∆tW > 10 K the structures with a groove depth h = 1− 3 mm have the best
performance with 257% higher CHF than with the smooth reference.
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The main conclusions in [18] are as follows:
• In the single-phase regime, the surface structure with the greatest groove depth h = 5 mm has
the best performance.
• In the two-phase regime, the performance decreases with increasing groove depth h.
• In the two-phase regime, the optimum groove depth is between h = 1− 3 mm.
Silk et al. [73] did another study on PF-5060 spray cooling performance with numerous enhanced
surface structures. The highest CHF of the best performing structure called “thin straight fins” is
q˙CHF,dg = 144 W/cm2 for the degassed and q˙CHF,ndg = 175 W/cm2 for the non-degassed case [73].
The influence of the evaporation at the three-phase contact line on the efficiency of spray cooling
has not been clearly elaborated or was not even considered in the studies presented above. The
information on whether the three-phase contact line occurs during the measurements and data on
the length of the three-phase contact line etc. is not available and/or not clearly defined in the
studies.
Sodtke [75] did a methodical study on the heat transfer on the three-phase contact line during spray
cooling on copper surfaces with triangular micro-grooves and micro-pyramids. The author [75] used
a high-speed IR video camera to visualise the liquid film break-up and the length of the three-phase
contact line and determined that the dissipated heat flux increases with increasing length of the
contact line. The heat flux in the measurements in [75] was low, since only low wall superheat
conditions have been measured. The main conclusions in [75] are as follows:
• The liquid film break-up at a low wall superheat ∆tw induces an increase in the length of the
contact line.
• An 850% higher heat transfer at a low wall superheat ∆tw is measured for the smallest micro-
pyramid structure with a height of 75 µm.
• The wall superheat∆tw decreases strongly for the small structures at the time when the contact
line develops.
• Since the biggest structures already break up the liquid film at lower heat flux and wall super-
heat, the three-phase contact line develops earlier and improves heat transfer already at low
heat fluxes. Prior to the development of a three-phase contact line, no significant influence of
the size of the structure is determined.
• The length of the contact line of the pyramid structures increases with decreasing liquid film
thickness, while the length of the contact line for the triangular grooved micro-structures is
independent of the film thickness.
• The enhancement in heat transfer for the triangular groove micro-structures and the pyramid
micro-structures are in the same order of magnitude.
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Micro-porous Surfaces
Sehmbey et al. [69] did measurements on pure copper and diamond laminated copper surfaces
with water as working fluid. The authors focused on the endurance of the diamond coating as well
as wetting and heat transfer characteristics. Heat fluxes q˙ = 700 W/cm2 with pure copper and up
to q˙ = 1050 W/cm2 with diamond coating can be reached with a water flow rate of V˙ = 4 l/h at a
wall superheat ∆tw = 35 K [69]. According to [69], the endurance of the coating was not very good
since the coating usually detached, due to poor bonding.
Kim et al. [44] studied spray cooling on micro-porous surfaces with the working fluid water by an
air-flow driven nozzle. The surfaces were coated with aluminium particles that were bonded with
a ceramic epoxy. The size of the aluminium particles used in [44] is 8 µm to 12 µm, 30 µm to
60 µm and 100 µm to 300 µm with a coating thickness of 50 µm, 150 µm and 500 µm respectively.
Additional experiments varying the coating thickness from 50 µm to 200 µm with a particle size of
8 µm to 12 µm have also been done by [44]. The main conclusions in [44] are as follows:
• There is no clear dependency of the particle size on the water spray cooling performance. All
particle sizes reach nearly identical heat fluxes at the wall superheat ∆tw = 37.5 K and the heat
flux is 350% higher than only air-flow cooling.
• There is an influence of coating thickness on heat transfer performance. The coating thicknesses
50 µm, 100 µm and 150 µm have been compared to 200 µm thick layer, with the lowest
heat flux as reference. The heat flux on the surfaces can be increased by 25%, 57% and 14%
respectively.
In a study by Bostanci et al. [10] the spray cooling efficiency of two micro-porous surfaces from
aluminium, one with indentations with Ra = 2 − 2.5 µm and one with protrusions with
Ra = 15 − 16 µm, are compared to a smooth surface with Ra = 0.3 − 0.5 µm. The ex-
periments were done using the working fluid ammonia with a 1 x 2 vapour atomised nozzle array at
saturation temperature tsat = 7-8 °C, which corresponds to a saturation pressure psat = 5.5 − 5.7bar.
Bostanci et al. [10] measure an improvement of the heat transfer coefficient h over the smooth sur-
face of 49% and 112% for the surface with indentations and protrusions respectively, for a heat flux
of 500 W/cm2. For a ∆tw = 10 K the surface with indentations and protrusions reaches a higher heat
flux of 50% and 212% respectively. [10] explain the better heat transfer performance of the protru-
sions compared to the indentations with a more complex surface structure that offers more re-entrant
cavities. Using the same setup, working fluid and operational parameters as in [10], Bostanci et al.
[11] did an additional study using surfaces with indentations or protrusions and also pyramidal struc-
tures, plain or with indentations/protrusions on it. Compared to a smooth reference, the surface with
indentations reaches 1% higher CHF while the one with protrusions reaches 18% higher CHF. The
plain pyramidal structure reaches 10% higher CHF while the pyramids with indentations or protru-
sions reach 6% and 18% higher CHF, respectively. The authors [11] conclude that the enhancement
of CHF due to multi-scale surface structuring is not supplementary and that in general porous and
textured surfaces retain more liquid than a smooth surface and therefore spread the liquid film via
capillary forces, which prevents partial dryout and enables higher CHF. Bostanci et al. [11] further
found that increasing the flow rate M˙ may increase CHF, but the increase is not proportional and only
up to a certain level where the liquid film gets too thick and therefore the resistance of the liquid
film increases. In the study by [11] CHF up to ≈ 1100W/cm2 is measured with the working fluid
ammonia. De Souza et al. [81] did a study of spray cooling using R134a on a copper-foam enhanced
surface and compared the results to a smooth surface. The copper foam had a height of 5 mm and
a pore density of 10 PPI. [81] found that the enhancement of heat transfer coefficient for a given
parameter set is up to 39% compared to the smooth projected surface. The authors [81] also found
that the CHF is not enhanced using the copper foam.
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Silk and Bracken [72] studied the performance of a graphite foam on spray cooling heat transfer.
The experiments were done using PF-5060 as working fluid (tsat = 31°C) with a flow rate of
V˙ = 7.2 − 12 l/h in the test rig already used in [28],[73] and [18]. The graphite foam with an
average pore diameter of approx. 350 µm was bonded either with a conductive epoxy or by a sol-
dering technique on a copper heater. Silk and Bracken [72] measure an enhancement of the CHF for
the epoxy bonded foam of 6.4% to 37.9% and for the soldered foam of 42.3% to 64.6% in the flow
range defined before. [72] measured single-phase cooling for a wall superheat ∆tw ≤ 11 K. The CHF
in this study is q˙CHF = 133 W/cm2 with a wall superheat ∆tw = 89 K and at the max flow rate of
V˙ = 12 l/h. The authors [72] conclude that the bonding of the foam to the copper creates a thermal
resistance to the heat flow path which induces a high value of wall superheat.
To summarise the main findings from the previous studies, the heat transfer improves using struc-
tured, micro-structured and porous surface topographies. The optimum geometrical characteristics
depend on the desired operating range of the structure, which are mainly the liquid film characteris-
tics, flooded or partial dryout, and the heat transfer regimes, single-phase and two-phase. It becomes
clear that due to the structures and porosities, capillary forces are created that help to distribute
the liquid uniformly and prevent dryouts, while the geometry has to be optimised to enable either a
high dwell time of the liquid on the surface (single-phase regime) or a good flow-off of the vapour
produced (two-phase regime) through a high open volume and comparatively low structure heights.
Structures on surfaces present the opportunity to create a three-phase contact line when the liquid
film breaks up, which enhances heat transfer. Increasing the length of the three-phase contact line on
the same projected surface area increases the heat transfer and enables a decreasing wall superheat
compared to a surface with less length of the three-phase contact line.
Adding porous coatings to a surface, the connection and the thermal bonding of the coating are very
important for a durable and efficient operation. The thickness of the porous coating has an influence
on the heat transfer performance, comparing heat transfer coefficients, due to the ability to disperse
the vapour produced in the structures/porosities. Hybrid structures such as a combination of macro-
structures and porous coating do not seem to be able to increase the heat transfer above the values of
only the porous coating.
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2.3.2 Nozzle Alignment
Nozzle Inclination
One reason to incline the nozzle in a spray cooling setup is to reduce the total height of the setup.
The schematic sketch of an inclined nozzle to define the inclination angle α is shown in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of an inclined spray onto a surface
Inclining the nozzle leads to a reduced spray density per area (cf. [83]). The sprayed area changes
from circular to elliptic (cf. [85]) with different droplet impact and fluid flow characteristics, cf. [83],
and therefore the heat transfer and the CHF are affected. According to Visaria and Mudawar [86]
dryout regions occur at lower CHF than for vertical sprays due to the inclination and the elliptical
spray impact area. A fluid flow parallel to the heat transfer surface is created at already low incli-
nation angles of 10◦, increasing with the inclination angle [86]. [86] further found that the dryout
of an inclined spray begins at the secondary diagonal of the ellipse. In experiments, [85] measured
decreasing CHF with increasing spray inclination.
Multiple Nozzles
Reducing the total volume and/or height of a spray cooling system, multiple nozzles can be used
to maintain the heat removal from big heat transfer surfaces. Using multiple nozzles to ensure a
uniform fluid distribution can induce stagnation zones; cf. [74]. According to [74] a stagnation zone
can induce a thick liquid film which can locally overheat and cause nucleate or film boiling. Multiple
nozzles can also create a spray overlap that induces a greater mass flow in the overlap zone [74].
Spray overlap can be produced by varying the distance of the nozzles to the surface, the spacing of
the nozzles to each other or by increasing the spray angle.
A schematic sketch of a stagnation zone is shown in figure 2.11.
Using a spray setup with an array of micro-heaters placed on a semi-transparent basis material, Ho-
racek et al. [40] found that the heat removal of two nozzles is lower if the distance of the nozzle
to the cooled surface is low, while the surface temperature is nonuniform. A longer distance to the
cooled surface induces a greater heat removal and uniform temperature distribution [40]. The higher
the distance to the surface gets, the more uniform the fluid is distributed to the surface while the fluid
flow per area is reduced due to overspray [40]. The authors [40] found that with increasing distance
more small dryout regions occur that create longer of three-phase contact lines and therefore more
heat is removed more efficiently from the surface.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a stagnation zone with liquid column created by multiple nozzles
Pautsch and Shedd [57] did a study using nozzle patterns with different nozzle characteristics and
different distances from nozzle to surface. [57] found that the heat transfer performance depends
on the nozzle pattern, distance and fluid distribution and that the limiting regions are the stagnation
zones and the rim of the liquid spray where liquid accumulates or permanent dryout occurs, which
both decrease heat transfer.
Multiple Inclined Nozzles
Silk et al. [74] did a study on finned surfaces with an inclined 2x2 nozzle array (inclination an-
gles: 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦) and found that the inclination of a multiple nozzle array avoids stagnation
zones and increases CHF with a maximum improvement of 23% higher CHF at an inclination angle
of 15◦ compared to a vertical spray (0◦ inclination angle).
To avoid stagnation zones and to increase CHF of multiple-nozzle systems, Glassman [37] could im-
prove the design of a multiple nozzle system with the use of a fluid management system. The author
[37] used active suction devices with a siphon system to remove the dispensable liquid from the sur-
face where usually the stagnation zone expands and thus could improve the CHF by up to 49% for a
surface superheat of ∆tw = 9 K. Glassman [37] additionally tested different designs for the siphon
fluid entry geometry of the suction system.
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2.4 Operational Parameters
2.4.1 Working Fluid Properties
Thermo-physical Fluid Properties
Visaria and Mudawar [84] did a study using different liquids. The authors [84] compare PF-5052,
FC-77 and FC-72 and found that the CHF is highest for PF-5052, while it is lowest for FC-72. [84]
conclude that the CHF is influenced by the surface tension which is highest for PF-5052 and therefore
causes smaller droplets that increase heat transfer and CHF (see subsection 2.4.2).
The thermo-physical properties of the liquids discussed in the prior studies as well as the liquids used
in this study are given in table 2.1. The properties are taken from NIST Standard Reference Database
23, REFPROP 9.0 [49] and product datasheets from 3M™([3], [4],[1],[2]).
Table 2.1: Properties of working fluids typically used in spray cooling and in the present work;
psat = 1013 mbar
saturation evaporation liquid heat liquid surface
fluid temperature enthalpy capacity density tension
tsat in °C ∆hv in
J
g
cl in
J
g K
ρl in
kg
m3
σ in N
m
water 100 2257 4.216 958 0.059
FC-77 97 89 1.100 1780 0.013
methanol 64.5 1100 2.348 748 0.019
FC-72/PF-5060 57 84 1.099 1619 0.0083
PF-5052 50 105 1.050 1700 0.013
Novec™-7000 34 142 1.300 1400 0.0124
Liquid Flow Rate
The influence of the liquid flow rate M˙ and the distance hnozzle of the spray nozzle to the cooled
surface has been investigated in many studies. Generally studies confirm that the heat flux q˙ in-
creases with increasing flow rate M˙ (cf. [55], [31]). In the following, selected studies are mentioned
that support the main findings. In a study with single-phase water spray cooling on an inverted sur-
face, Pyrtle and Sato [64] found that for low M˙ the effect of the distance hnozzle on the heat flux q˙
is not significant while at high M˙ the distance hnozzle effects the heat flux. [64] found that the heat
transfer coefficient h is not significantly affected by the distance hnozzle if the flow rate M˙ is low, while
for higher M˙ there is an influence of hnozzle on h.
Lin and Ponnappan [50] conclude that a higher M˙ results in a thicker liquid film which lowers the
rate of evaporation on the liquid film surface and therefore works against the effect of an increased
convection. This hypothesises that there is an optimum flow rate M˙opt to generate an optimum film
thickness sfilm,opt for best performance of heat transfer [50]. The optimum flow rate M˙opt depends on
different geometrical and operational parameters.
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Liquid Subcooling
One basic parameter in spray cooling is the subcooling of the working fluid ∆tf. The subcooling
of the fluid ∆tf is usually defined as
∆tf = tsat − tf, (2.10)
with the working fluid temperature at the nozzle outlet tf.
In the field of spray cooling the researchers (c.f.[39]) agree that increasing the subcooling of the
fluid increases heat transfer since the sensible heat is higher and removes more heat by single-phase
convection until the saturation temperature is reached and evaporation starts. Doing spray cooling
measurements in a closed loop system without non-condensable gases, Visaria and Mudawar [84]
found that the increase of the subcooling of the fluid ∆tf delays the onset of boiling and also effects
an increase of CHF that is little for low subcooling but increases more with increasing subcooling. The
authors [84] also found that liquid subcooling has no explicit effect on evaporation.
2.4.2 Spray Parameters
Droplet Size
In a study by Chen et al. [14] the influence of the droplet diameter on the heat transfer during
spray cooling has been investigated. The authors used the Sauter mean diameter d32 to characterize
the droplet diameter distribution, where d32 is defined as the diameter of a spherical particle with the
similar volume-to-surface area ratio as the sphere of interest. The Sauter diameter is defined in DIN
ISO 9276-2 [22] as x1,2:
d32 = x1,2 = 6
Vpart
Apart
=
dv
3
ds
2 , (2.11)
with the total volume Vpart and the total surface area Apart or the measured surface diameter ds and
volume diameter dv of the spherical particles.
Chen et al. [14] did experiments with different nozzles to vary the droplet diameter in the range of
d32 = 57.3 − 191.4 µm while keeping the droplet flow density N˙ and droplet velocity vdrop constant
(deviations < 10 %). The droplet flow density N˙ is the number of droplets n that goes vertically
through an area A in a defined period of time ∆τ:
N˙ =
n
A∆τ
. (2.12)
The authors [14] could not find a clear trend of the influence of the Sauter mean diameter d32 on criti-
cal heat flux CHF and heat transfer coefficient h. In one measurement set [14] observed an increase in
CHF of 7 % while the h kept constant for increasing droplet diameters d32 from 57.3 µm to 115.7 µm.
Schmidt and Boye [67] also could not find a significant influence of the droplet diameter (here:
d30 = 30 − 110 µm) on the heat transfer. Visaria and Mudawar [84] found that the efficiency of
evaporation during spray cooling is higher for smaller droplet diameters.
Droplet Velocity
Chen et al. [14] also studied the influence of the droplet velocity in the range of vdrop = 4.64−
24.1 m/s while keeping the droplet flow density N˙ and the droplet diameter d32 constant (deviations
< 10 %). The authors [14] found that increasing the droplet velocity vdrop increases the CHF by up
to 50% and the h by 40%.
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Schmidt and Boye [67] measured an improvement of h of up to 20% increasing the vdrop from 3−
7 m/s.
Selvam and Sarkar [70] did a numerical study varying the droplet velocity vdrop = 3.4 − 5.95 ms
and found an increase in the maximum heat flux q˙max of 40% and 27% for a wall superheat ∆tw of
10 K and 40 K respectively.
Spray Density
In the study by Chen et al. [14] the influence of the droplet flow density N˙ on the CHF and the heat
transfer coefficient h has been investigated, keeping the droplet diameter d32 and the droplet velocity
vdrop constant (deviations < 7 %). In [14] the droplet flow density was varied from N˙ = 7.3 · 106
/cm2 s – 29 ·106 /cm2s. Chen et al. [14] found that with increasing droplet flow density N˙ the CHF
and the h increase up to 22% and 20% respectively. The authors [14] conclude that, since the droplet
flow density N˙ and the droplet velocity vdrop are linked to each other with the droplet density n, the
droplet velocity vdrop is the dominating parameter influencing the droplet flow density and therefore
thin sprays with low droplet densities and high droplet velocities are strived for in order to achieve
high CHF and efficient heat transfer (high h).
2.4.3 Non-condensable Gases
The most common non-condensable gas (NCG) that attention is paid to in spray cooling experiments
is air, which is comprised of nitrogen (≈ 78%), oxygen (≈ 21%) and argon (≈ 1%).
Lin and Ponnappan [50] did a study on the influence of the non-condensable gas air on the perfor-
mance of heat transfer during spray cooling of FC-72. [50] found that the surface temperature tw is
higher for a system containing NCG since the NCG causes a higher system pressure pcell and there-
fore a higher saturation temperature tsat = f (psat < pcell) of the working fluid. In spray cooling
experiments using FC-72 on a smooth surface, the authors [50] found that the surface temperature
tw increases with increasing heat flux q˙ and is lower without NCG. At heat fluxes q˙ > 70 W/cm
2 the
system with NCG reaches lower surface superheats and the CHF is higher than without NCG [50].
Lin and Ponnappan [50] conclude that the better thermal performance of the case with NCG gases is
due to a thinner film because of smaller droplet diameters and higher droplet velocities. Further the
authors conclude that secondary nucleation due to NCG is more effective than secondary nucleation
initiated by bursted and trenched vapour bubbles.
Silk et al. [28] did a study on spray cooling heat transfer inside a closed loop with and without NCG
(here: nitrogen) on different micro-machined surfaces using PF-5060. The authors [28] found that
the CHF on all tested surfaces increased if NCG is inside the loop, compared to the degassed case
without NCG. Silk et al. [28] also observed increased surface temperatures if NCG is in the system,
as Lin and Ponnappan [50] did.
Horacek et al. [39] also did a study on the influence of NCG on spray cooling heat transfer by varying
the amount of NCG inside a closed loop system using also FC-72. [39] found that the CHF increases
with an increasing amount of NCG inside the system and conclude that the increase of the saturation
temperature tsat due to the NCG provokes an effective increase in the subcooling ∆tf of the working
fluid. Horacek et al. [39] conclude that for the case with NCG, the heat is mainly transferred by
single-phase convection but also assume evaporation that may be supported by degassing or rather
secondary nucleation. [39] found that evaporation is the more important mechanism in spray cooling
in a degassed system without NCG.
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3 Aim of the Work
Many scientific studies in natural science and engineering aim to give a mathematical description of
the physics that happen to make industrial processes more economical and ecological and sometimes
even possible. From the literature review in chapter 2 it is obvious that spray cooling is a highly
efficient method to remove very high heat fluxes with a uniform temperature distribution from a hot
surface.
For the last three decades a lot of research in the topic of spray cooling was done. Many parameter
studies varying geometrical (mainly structuring the surface) or operational parameters were done.
The focus in most of the prior studies was to enhance the heat transport by maximising the trans-
ferable heat fluxes from the wall without a limitation of the wall temperature. In hardly any study
the different effects and mechanisms and the many interacting parameters occuring at the same time
were considered in combination. Thus the heat transfer mechanisms and the influencing parameters
are not yet understood and a mathematical description of spray cooling is not yet available. The pri-
mary goal in spray cooling research is to identify and to model the different effects and mechanisms in
order to be able to design save and reliable industrial spray cooling systems. All these facts encourage
the continuation of spray cooling research with new approaches.
The aim of this work is to provide experimental results to analyse the heat transfer mechanisms
and the interaction of parameters during spray cooling at surface temperatures tw ≤ 75°C. The limi-
tation in surface temperature results from the aim to develop fundamental knowledge for electronics
cooling where the temperature at the central processing units (CPU) are limited to assure a reliable
operation and to avoid a damage of the device. The approach in this work is to determine parame-
ters influencing the heat transfer from a literature review of studies that have already been done in
chapter 2. Afterwards further parameters that may influence the heat transfer during spray cooling
are derived.
The following topics have been derived and give the motivation to continue the research on spray
cooling in a new point of view:
• The determination and evaluation of the dominant heat transfer mechanisms at low maximum
surface temperatures suitable for electronics cooling.
• The investigation of the influence of the surface topography on the efficiency and heat transport
capability.
• The influence of the properties of the working fluid on the heat transfer in general.
• Specific effects during the evaporation of coalescing and non-coalescing multiple droplets.
The motivations for the topics that have been derived and the different new approaches to step ahead
to a more detailed understanding for modelling analysis are explained in the following.
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Determination and Evaluation of the Dominant Heat Transfer Mechanisms
Different heat transfer mechanisms occur during spray cooling, as described in chapter 2. The new
approach is to distinguish between the single-phase convective cooling and two-phase evaporation
(see figure 3.1), which both occur in spray cooling with surface temperatures above the saturation
temperature of the working fluid.
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Figure 3.1: The new concept: distinguishing single-phase convective cooling and evaporation
To determine the ratio of convection and evaporation, the mass flow of the recondensed vapour M˙v
and the mass flow of excess liquid M˙c have to be quantified. The mass balance is expressed with the
overall mass flow M˙
M˙ = M˙v+ M˙c. (3.1)
With known mass flows the energy balance is
Q˙ = Q˙v+ Q˙c, (3.2)
where Q˙ is the heat flow from the surface that comprises of the heat flow of the recondensed vapour
Q˙v and the heat flow of excess liquid Q˙c.
Influence of the Surface Topography on the Cooling Efficiency
In many studies prior to this, the main focus was on the optimisation of the topography of the
heat transferring surface for high heat transfer rates and high heat transfer coefficients by adding
structures or coatings. There is a lack of fundamental investigations to determine the influence of
different surface structures or coatings on the different heat transfer mechanisms. The approach is
to do these fundamental investigations with the new experimental setup for distinguishing between
convectively and evaporatively transported heat on structured and coated surfaces for the first time.
Influence of the Working Fluid Properties on Heat Transfer
The working fluids mainly used in prior studies are water and FC-72/ PF-5060. Since an approach in
distinguishing between the heat transfer mechanisms has not been done before, the influence of the
main thermo-physical properties of the working fluid used could not be investigated in dependency of
the surface topography and possible effects occurring and influencing the convective and evaporative
heat transfer. The approach is to investigate the heat transfer mechanisms and determine their ratio
also in dependency of the fluid properties.
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Effects during the Evaporation of Coalescing and Non-coalescing Multiple Droplets
A spray is a very chaotic system with droplets varying in size and velocity from the spray center
to outside positions. The description of a spray is only of statistical nature. A detailed analysis of
the spray formation and dynamics is not the subject of this thesis. The heat transport of a droplet
stream from a heated surface can therefore hardly be modelled and mathematically described based
on fundamental physical effects. The modelling and mathematical description of an evaporating
single droplet is still in progress.
The new approach in the present work is to close the gap between the fundamental description of the
heat transfer of the single droplet heat transport to the heat transport of a chaotic spray of (partially)
coalescing droplets impacting on (partially) dried-out surfaces or thin films (see figure 3.2).
   single                   defined                          random 
  droplet            multiple droplets             chaotic spray 
Figure 3.2: Spacial distribution of droplets: from a single droplet to a chaotic random spray
The approach is to investigate the heat transport mechanisms of a specified controllable number
of coalescing and non-coalescing droplets with state-of-the-art high-speed infrared video imaging
technologies that are available together with extensive expertise at the Institute for Technical Ther-
modynamics at Technische Universität Darmstadt.
A 16-channel (4 x 4 array) multiple droplet generator is used to produce single as well as coalescing
and non-coalescing droplets impacting on a heated surface, this new concept is shown in figure 3.3.
Q
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Figure 3.3: The new concept: multiple droplets impacting on a heated surface
However the parameter space related to thermal conditions, spray and wall characteristics is ex-
tremely large. Therefore these topics cannot be adressed in full depth and width and final answers to
all questions cannot be given all in a single work.
The aim of this work is to create a solid experimental basis adressing the topics with a proof of concept
and ready to use experimental setups, the discussion of first scientific results and the definition of a
roadmap for the next steps.
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4 Experimental Methods
4.1 Setup for Global Heat Transfer Spray Experiments
4.1.1 Main Setup and Experimental Procedure
The concept to distinguish between convective and evaporative transferred heat Q˙c and Q˙v during
spray cooling, requires the design of a new experimental setup. The total mass flow M˙ sprayed onto
the heated surface can be summarised from the evaporating mass flow M˙v and the convective mass
flow M˙c. The mass balance in equation (3.1) is used to determine the convective mass flow M˙c since
the total mass flow M˙ is measured at the nozzle inlet with a coriolis mass flow meter:
M˙c = M˙ − M˙v. (4.1)
Since the flow of the recondensed vapour M˙v is mostly not continuous but dropwise due to the con-
densation of a low vapour mass flow, the challenge is to measure this flow as accuratly as technically
possible. Flow sensors for very low fluxes are not available or too imprecise. To conduct measure-
ments, a sample container that can be disconnected during system operation is used to determine the
mass of condensate Mv during the predefined measurement time τmeas:
M˙v =
Mv
τmeas
. (4.2)
The heat flows transported by convection Q˙c and by evaporation Q˙v are determined with the use of
the discrete mass flows M˙c and M˙v respectively to calculate the energy balance as in equation (3.2).
The convectively transported heat flow Q˙c is determined with the liquid heat capacity cl and the
difference in temperature at the nozzle inlet tf and the drainage tc:
Q˙c = M˙c cl (tc − tf). (4.3)
The evaporative heat flow Q˙v comprises the heat the fluid transports from heating up to saturation
temperature tsat, due to the phase-change (∆hv) and the superheating of the produced vapour with
the vapour heat capacity cv to the temperature tv:
Q˙v = M˙v (cl (tsat − tf) + ∆hv + cv (tv − tsat) ). (4.4)
The flow chart in figure 4.1 illustrates the piping of the working fluid and vacuum cycles as well as
the main components of the setup, namely the test cell, condenser, fluid reservoir, heat exchangers
and sample container.
The experimental procedure is as follows. Exiting the reservoir, the working fluid is pumped with
a magnetically coupled gear pump to the spray nozzle, passing a coriolis flow meter and a heat
exchanger for preheating/precooling. Due to the pressure difference, the nozzle atomises the working
fluid onto the test surface.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the setup including metering points
The test surface is based on a probe head made from copper that is connected to a heater unit made
from copper which is powered by five heating cartridges with a total heating capacity of Q˙ = 2 kW.
The working fluid at the heated surface is heated up (usually up to the temperature of saturation tsat)
and partially evaporated. The vapour is recondensed inside the condenser, which is arranged outside
the main test cell, while the excess liquid flows back to the reservoir. The liquid exiting the condenser
passes a 3/2-way valve and can either be collected in the sample container (measurement mode) or
flows back to the reservoir (circulation mode). After the measuring procedure is finished, the sample
container is disconnected from the system and weighed. The sample container is reconnected to the
system and evacuated with a vacuum pump before venting to system pressure.
The measurements at one steady state (temperature deviation over a minimum of five minutes
∆ti < 0.1 K) are repeated a minimum of four times. After finishing one steady state point, the
heat flux is repeatedly increased until a stop criterion is reached.
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The following conditions are stop criterions and cause the measurement to be stopped:
• the wall temperature tw exceeds 75°C;
• d tw
dτ
increases very rapidly ( d tw
dτ
≥ 0.1K
s
; in this case the critical heat flux (CHF) is assumed);
• the temperature inside the insulation tQ2 approaches the melting temperature of the insulating
material (with adequate safety margin).
The ranges of the operational parameters during all experiments are listed in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Operational parameters for the spray cooling experiments presented in this work
operational parameter variable range unit
mass flow M˙ 5.1 - 14.8 kg/h
heat flux q˙ 10 - 199 W/cm2
fluid subcooling ∆tf 0.5 - 20 K
test cell pressure pcell 0.14 - 1.32 bar
The distance of the nozzle to the surface hnozzle is adjusted in a way that the outer diameter of the
cone of the spray matches with the outer diameter of the test surface d = 20 mm to ensure that all
of the fluid sprayed on the test surface is used in the heat transport processes. The distance hnozzle of
the nozzle to the surface is defined with the spray angle β ≈ 61◦ as:
hnozzle =
d
2 · tan(β/2) ≈ 17 mm. (4.5)
Since the spray angle slightly changes with the pressure at the nozzle, a 100% match of the cone of the
spray to the outer diameter of the surface cannot be guaranteed. Small deviations in the height of the
copper probe in the insulating disc are also possible. These facts are neglected since the comparison
of the temperature of the excess liquid tc showed no deviations for different nozzle pressures.
The piping of the liquid line was realised using stainless steel piping and pinch ring connections,
while the main test cell and the condenser are made of stainless steel standard vacuum components
that guarantee the technically lowest possible leakage rate of a connection. The internal pipe for the
spray nozzle is insulated using a shell made from teflon. The mount and insulation of the probe head
is made from polycarbonate or PEEK. PU foam is used for the outer insulation of the test cell, con-
denser, reservoir, piping and heat exchangers. For the tempering of the test cell, the condenser, the
fluid reservoir and the heat exchangers, independent temperature-controlled circuits with individual
thermostatic water bath are used. For the evacuation of the test cell and the sample container as well
as for degassing, a double diaphragm vacuum pump is used. The tubing of the vacuum system is
realised using a standard vacuum rubber hose. The main newly designed components of the setup
are explained in detail in the following.
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Main Test Cell
A CAD view of the main test cell with condenser and heater unit is shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: CAD view of the main test cell with condenser and heater unit
The main test cell is made from a stainless steel pipe with an inner diameter di,cell = 160 mm with
ISO-K flange connection at the top and the bottom. Small flange unions with an inner diameter of
di,window = 50 mm are welded to the main test cell with an inclination to face the test surface from
three sides under a rotary angle of 90◦ to the test cell. The small flange unions lock the system
from the ambient air by using blank flanges made from borosilicate glass. Flange vacuum clamps
are used to fix all the flange connections. The top cover is made of an ISO-K blank flange equipped
with different pinch ring connectors for the connection of the fluid feedthrough, the vapour pipe and
the pressure transmitter. In the upper sector another small flange union with an inner diameter of
di,cond = 50 mm is welded to the main test cell to provide the vapour exit to the condenser. The
bottom cover is made of an ISO-K blank flange that was machined and welded with three pipes to
maintain the drainage of excess liquid. The probe head / heater unit is mounted centrically on the
bottom cover by a screw connection sealed with an o-ring. The o-rings used in the setup are made
from NBR and replaced on a regular basis. To provide a possibility to heat up the system quickly and
to set the temperature of the wall inside the test cell to avoid condensation, copper tubes are wrapped
around the test cell and the top cover of the test cell. The copper tubes are thermally connected to
the test cell using heat conductive cement. The leakage rate r˙leakage of the test setup was checked
regularly and is typically in the range of r˙leakage ≈ 2...3 · 10−4 mbar ls .
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Condenser
Designing the condenser, the geometry has to be fluid-dynamically efficient to prevent accumula-
tion of condensate. To allow gravity-driven fluid flow inside the condenser, the design needs to avoid
undercuts within the fluid flow path. The condenser (see figure 4.3) is realised as a counterflow shell-
and-tube heat exchanger with several parallel inner stainless steel pipes mounted vertically inside an
outer shell circulated by tempered water. The outer shell of the condenser is a stainless steel spacer
piece from small flange system with di = 50 mm, which can be mounted to the main test cell with
a stainless steel 90◦ bent tube. Calculations of the performance of the condenser for different work-
ing fluids were made according to VDI Heat Atlas [82] chapter J1 “Filmwise Condensation of Pure
Vapours”.
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Figure 4.3: CAD view of the condenser realised as a counterflow shell-and-tube heat exchanger
Probe Head / Heater Unit
A schematic of the probe head with carrier disc and mounted heater unit is shown in figure 4.4.
The different surface topographies are produced onto a probe head made from copper. This probe
head is glued with a chemically suitable glue [60] into a carrier disc made from polycarbonate or
PEEK that acts as insulation due to a very low heat conduction λdisc ≤ 0.25 W/m K and also provides
the mounting to the bottom cover of the main test cell. The carrier disc is scarped to enable good
drainage of the working fluid.
To determine the heat flux q˙ passing the probe head to the heat transferring surface, two thermo-
couples measure the temperatures tQ1 and tQ2 inside the probe head in a predefined distance of
s1 = 8 mm. Neglecting heat losses through radial conduction inside the carrier disc, static one-
dimensional axial heat conduction through the copper with λCu = 390 W /m K is assumed.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the probe head with isolating carrier disc mounted on the heater unit
The heat flux q˙ can be determined with:
q˙ =
λCu
s1
(tQ1− tQ2). (4.6)
The temperature of the heat transfer surface tw is then calculated with the heat flux q˙ determined
before and the distance s0 of the upper thermocouple tQ2 to the reference level, which is individual
for the different surface topographies and given in table 4.2.
tw = tQ2− q˙ s0λCu (4.7)
The distance s0 always refers to the reference level where the structure begins, see figure 4.5.
s0
tQ2
reference
level
Figure 4.5: Schematic showing the reference level for the distance s0
The probe head is connected to the heater unit with a flange connection with heat conductive paste
[17]. The heater unit is made from copper and contains five heating cartridges. The temperature
inside the heater unit is measured by a thermocouple for monitoring during the experiments.
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4.1.2 Measurement Instrumentation and Data Processing
To analyse the heat transfer mechanisms experimentally, measurements of different state variables
are necessary. The location of the metering points is shown in figure 4.1.
All temperatures in the setup are measured using K-type (NiCr-Ni) mantle thermocouples in dif-
ferent sizes. The thermocouples are calibrated inhouse using a calibration bath [90] according to
national standards [25]. Pressures are monitored using precision pressure transmitters [89]. The
pressure transmitters are calibrated according to national standards [26] prior to delivery by the
manufacturer. The mass flow through the nozzle is measured using a coriolis mass flow meter [30]
which had been calibrated according to national standards prior to delivery by the manufacturer. To
determine the mass of the condensate, a precision balance [62] is used. The precision balance is as
well calibrated by the manufacturer. An overview of the calibrated ranges as well as the maximum
absolute measurement error of the individual measurement devices is listed in table 4.8 together with
the analysis of measurement uncertainties and errors.
A LabVIEW routine was programmed to monitor the operational parameters such as heat flux and
mass flow as well as to control the valve and to record all relevant temperatures, pressures and mass
flow signals.
A screenshot of the LabVIEW Routine (with system at ambient condition) is shown in figure 4.6.
saturation temperature
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Figure 4.6: Screenshot of the LabVIEW routine for monitoring, control and data recording
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The recorded data is used to calculate heat and mass balances as well as characteristic numbers to
analyse the heat transfer during spray cooling experiments. The global heat transfer coefficient h
is typically used to characterise the heat transfer. The individual heat transfer coefficients hi are
determined by the ratio of the relevant heat flux q˙i and the difference of the wall temperature to the
saturation temperature ∆tw = tw − tsat and is also used as a measure of ratio of the individual heat
transfer mechanisms:
hi =
q˙i
∆tw
. (4.8)
where i stands either for v for evaporation and c for convection.
The evaporative heat transfer coefficient is normalised by the summation of the evaporative and the
convective heat transfer coefficient:
hrel =
hv
hv + hc
. (4.9)
The global heat transfer coefficient h is calculated by the total heat flux q˙ through the heater to the
surface:
h=
q˙
∆tw
, (4.10)
with q˙ according to equation 4.6. After the evaluation of the recorded data is done with the Matlab
routine, the produced diagrams are formatted and used for a detailed analysis and a discussion of the
results.
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4.1.3 Tested Surface Topographies
The selection of different topographies tested within this work was done as follows. The polished
surface topography PS is used as reference and therefore needs to be produced several times with a
high reproducibility concerning the surface roughness, which was guaranteed by the use of special
abrasive papers. In prior experiments of the author on the heat transfer of methanol on copper inside
a mechanically pumped two-phase loop [91], a structure with circular grooves of rectangular channels
reached very great heat fluxes at elevated heat transfer coefficients, while a sintered structure reached
very high heat transfer coefficients and moderate heat fluxes. These two types have been chosen to
investigate the heat transfer mechanisms in an exemplary approach with the new concept presented
in this work.
The structures derived from the prior experiments [91] are the micro-milled topography CS and
CS3 and the the micro-porous topography CP. An overview and sketches of the tested surface geome-
tries are given in figure 4.7, the detailed dimensions in table 4.2. All surfaces were manufactured on
copper probes by polishing, milling or sintering and have a diameter d = 20 mm. The projected area
Aproj = 3.14 cm2 is equal for all probes and used in the calculations.
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the tested surface topographies: acronym, sketch and manufacturing method
The idea to combine the two high performance topographies CS3 and CP to one, which should in
the best case have the advantages of both, is the hybrid topography CS3CP. The DML-sintered to-
pographies OG, RC and CoSi were results from the idea to use a generative manufacturing method to
produce surface structures with undercuts and variable porosity for a quicker and more easily vapour
removal from the surface. The first experiments on DML-sintering where done with steel powder (due
to the availability) resulting in the topographies OG and RC, while the last DML-sintering experiment
was done as an external cooperation resulting in the topography named CoSi.
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Table 4.2: Overview of tested surface topographies: acronym, surface dimensions and distance s0
surface surface dimensions distance s0
acronym in mm in mm
PS Ra ≈ 0.000175 6; 10.6; 12.3*
CS channel width b = 0.1, web width s = 0.2, height h = 0.2 6
CS3 channel width b = 0.3, web width s = 0.2, height h = 0.3 12
CP recess depth h = 0.4; mean grain size dgrain = 0.06 6; 8*
CS3CP hybrid structure; combination of CS3 and CP, height h = 0.3 12.25
OG grid width b = 1, height h = 1 9.3
RC channel width b = 0.2, web width s = 0.2, height h = 0.6 9.3
CoSi width b = 0.5, web width s = 0.13, 12.25
height h = 0.6, mean grain size dgrain = 0.01
* = different probes manufactured
To introduce one possible influencing parameter for the later modelling of spray cooling heat transfer,
the tested surfaces can by characterised by the mean heat transport distance dmht, which is defined as
follows:
dmht =
Vvfis
Asis
, (4.11)
with the volume of fluid inside the surface structure Vvfis and the total surface of the surface structure
Asis (geometrically determined) that is in contact with the Vvfis. The assumption for the calculations
is that the structures are flooded by the liquid completely, although the real film thickness and there-
fore filling degree of the individual surfaces is not known. The dmht are listed in table 4.3 for the
topographies that are of high interest for comparison CS, CS3, CP, CS3CP and CoSi. The dmht for
CoSi is estimated with data from the CAD model. To determine the dmht for PS the thickness of the
film is essential (to determine the fluid volume Vfilm = Vvfis on the surface) but not known, thus there
is no value for PS. The area in contact with fluid for PS would be the projected area Asis = Aproj.
For the determination of the mean heat transport distance of the micro-porous sintered structures
CP and CS3CP a volume filling ( Vtotal − Vvfis
Vtotal
) of the structures (with sintered copper powder) of 66% is
assumed, which is between the primitive sphere grid stack (≈ 52%) and the packed fracture accord-
ing to the Kepler conjecture (≈ 74%) proven by Hales [38]. The mean heat transport distance dmht
is a characteristic describing the mean distance the heat has to be transferred to transport the energy
from the wall to the working fluid. This parameter can be seen as an approach to describe the surface
structure for consideration in a possible later modelling of spray cooling heat transfer.
Table 4.3: Mean heat transport distance dmht for some surfaces
Surface CS CS3 CP CS3CP CoSi
dmht in µm 60 100 4.9 4.5 80
Detailed descriptions of the manufacturing and the characteristics for each individual surface as well
as sketches, CAD models or photographs are given in the following.
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Polished Surface PS
The polished surface was finish-machined using Micro-mesh MM emery cloth [20] with grainings
from 2400 to 6000 assisted by a turning center. The surface roughness Ra was determined in co-
operation with the Institute for Technical Thermodynamics at Universität Kassel [32]. The surface
roughness was measured with a focus-variation 3D surface measurement system. More detailed in-
formation of the measurement principle focus-variation can by found in literature, e.g. [24]. The
surface roughness Ra was determined on three probes according to DIN EN ISO 25178 [24] resulting
in mean values of Ra ≈ 0.175 µm and the standard deviation σ ≈ 0.05µm.
A sketch of the polished topography PS is shown in figure 4.8. During the project, different probes for
the polished surface PS were manufactured, enabling consistent characteristics for each probe thanks
to the use of the same procedure.
d
Ra
Figure 4.8: Sketch of the polished topography PS
Circular Grooved Structures CS and CS3
Both surface topographies CS and CS3 were micro-milled inhouse. The circular grooves are curved
rectangular channels; for dimensions see table 4.2. In figure 4.9 the sketch with the variables repre-
senting the geometrical characteristics (left side) and a picture (right side) are shown.
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Figure 4.9: Sketch with variables representing the geometrical characteristics of the micro-milled struc-
tures CS and CS3 (left) and a picture of the structure CS3 (right)
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Sintered Structure CP
A micro-porous structure was manufactured by sintering incoherent copper powder with a grain
size of dgrain ≈ 60 µm into a recess of a copper probe. The sintering was done at the tempera-
ture tsinter ≈ 750°C for an exposure time τsinter = 3 h inside a controlled atmosphere furnace, which
was provided within a cooperation by the materials science department. A sketch of the sintered
structure as well as microscope zoom view are shown in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Sketch with variables representing the geometrical characteristics of the micro-
porous structure CP (left) and a microscope zoom view of the structure CP (right)
Hybrid Structure CS3CP
The hybrid surface CS3CP has been developed from the idea of combining the expected high heat
transfer coefficients of the micro-porous surface CP and the high maximum heat fluxes of the micro-
milled surface as the best features of both surface topographies to hopefully consolidate the under-
standing of the basic governing heat transfer mechanisms. The hybrid surface shall ideally allow high
heat transfer coefficients from low to high heat fluxes to maintain high heat transfer performance
and application in a broad operating range regarding practical applications. The groove channels of
CS3 were filled with copper powder and sintered similar to the surface CP. In figure 4.11 the sketch
of the hybrid sintered structure is shown.
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Figure 4.11: Sketch with dimensions of the hybrid structure CS3CP
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DML-sintered Structures Octagonal Grid OG and Rotated Channels RC
DML-sintering is a selective laser sintering procedure where powder particles inside a powderbed
are locally melted by a laser beam. The structure is built up layer by layer from a CAD model and
allows geometries with undercuts to be produced.
The structures were manufactured by DML-sintering of stainless steel (grade 1.4542) powder of a
mean grain size dgrain ≈ 20 µm. In cooperation with the Rapid Prototyping Center of CSI and PTW
a study was performed to vary laser sintering parameters enabling sufficient adhesion of the sintered
steel structure on a copper base.
Two different structure geometries an octagonal grid OG and stacked rotated channels RC – were
manufactured. The geometrical dimensions of both structures can be found in table 4.2. The CAD
models are shown in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: CAD views of the structures OG (top view) and RC (bottom view)
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DML-sintered Hollow Pyramids Structure CoSi
An additional DML-sintered surface was manufactured using a copper alloy (CuCr3.3Nb2.9) to im-
prove heat conduction inside the structure compared to the DML-sintered surfaces OG and RC, which
are made of stainless steel. Another aim was to build a structure with increasing porosity with in-
creasing distance from the copper-based surface to alleviate exhalation of the vapour produced inside
the structure. A copper alloy has to be used since the reflections of pure copper are too high and
therefore heat absorption is too low to melt the powder. The mean grain size of the copper alloy
powder used is dgrain ≈ 10 µm.
To implement the rise in porosity a stacked structure with two layers of hollow pyramids each of a
different geometrical size is used to make an increase in porosity possible. The geometry of hollow
pyramids was default by the software as the smallest producable structure. Due to manufacturing
constraints of the prototype sintering machine and software, the dual-layer structure could not be
manufactured. The manufacturing was done by Fraunhofer ILT [36], which has expert knowledge in
sintering copper alloys. This is still at a level of basic research and not common yet.
Two views of the CAD model of the developed stacked structure are shown in figure 4.13, while
pictures of the finally manufactured structure are shown in figure 4.14.
Figure 4.13: CAD views of the DML-sintered structure CoSi ; left: side view – right: top view
500 μm
12
0 μm
Figure 4.14: Pictures of the DML-sintered structure CoSi ; left: zoomed side view – middle: zoomed
top view – right: side view of the probe with structure
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4.1.4 Working Fluid Properties, Compatibility of Materials and Spray Characteristics
Working Fluid Properties
The properties of the working fluid used in spray cooling are crucial for the performance of the
cooling. Ideally the working fluid should have high values for the liquid heat capacity cl and the
enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv. For the direct cooling of electronics, the working fluid should not be
electrically conductive. An overview of the thermo-physical properties of the working fluids used in
this work, namely methanol and Novec™-7000, is given for different conditions of saturation in table
4.4. The data for methanol was taken from NIST Standard Reference Database 23, REFPROP 9.0
[49], while the data for Novec™-7000 can be found in the fluid datasheet ([4]) by 3M™. Missing data
for Novec™-7000 was calculated using [59].
Since studies on the influence of different parameters on the heat transfer characteristics in spray
cooling have been done for this work, the saturation conditions were not exactly the same for all
studies. The saturation condition varied in the range of ∆psat < 50 mbar, but for the comparison of
all measurements, this fact can be neglected as discussed in subsection 5.1.5. For a comparison of the
saturation conditions with dimensionless numbers, the non-dimensional temperature t∗ = tsat
tcrit
is used
in this work. The non-dimensional pressure p∗ = psat
pcrit
is typically used in the field of pool boiling with
a broad variation of pressure.
Table 4.4: Properties of working fluids used in the present work at different conditions of saturation
saturation non-dimensional saturation non-dimensional evaporation liquid heat
fluid temperature temperature pressure pressure enthalpy capacity
tsat in °C t
∗ psat in mbar p∗ ∆hv in Jg cl in
J
g K
methanol 20 0.57 140 0.00161 1177 2.5
methanol 30 0.59 220 0.00272 1161 2.57
methanol 36 0.60 295 0.00364 1152 2.61
methanol 42.6 0.62 400 0.00495 1141 2.65
Novec™-7000 16.7 0.66 480 0.01935 143 1.17
Novec™-7000 30 0.69 830 0.03344 138 1.2
Novec™-7000 43.3 0.72 1320 0.05323 134 1.24
*The data of the critical temperatures and critical pressures for the calculation of the non-dimensional temperature t∗
and pressure p∗ have been taken from NIST Standard Reference Database 23, REFPROP 9.0 [49]
Compatibility of Materials
The compatibility of the materials used in the test setup is important to avoid corrosion and other
material degrading effects that may influence the characteristics and the durability of the heat trans-
fer surface. The material mainly used in the setup is stainless steel (SS-304). The o-ring seals used
are from nitrile rubber (NBR) and are periodically exchanged. The probes are made from copper
(Cu-ETP) and the carrier disc is either from polycarbonate or peek.All of these materials have a good
compatibility with Novec™-7000. During and after the measurements there were no deposits on the
heated surface, where parts of the liquid evaporate and possible dissolved solids would accumulate.
During and after the measurements with methanol, deposits accumulated on the heated surface (see
photographs in figure 4.15) that are in some extent removable by increasing the spray pressure before
and after the measurements.
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Figure 4.15: Pictures of the micro-milled topography CS3 before (left) and after the measurements
(right) with methanol
The deposits are assumed to be copper acetate. Spraying methanol on a heated copper surface with
the presence of oxygen can in different chemical reactions lead to formaldehyde and copper acetate
as given below.
4 CH3OH︸ ︷︷ ︸
methanol
+ Cu ↔ Cu2+ + 2 H3CO−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
copper acetate
(4.12)
2 CH3OH︸ ︷︷ ︸
methanol
+ O2 ↔ 2 CH2O︸ ︷︷ ︸
formaldehyde
+ 2 H2O (4.13)
2 CH3OH︸ ︷︷ ︸
methanol
+ CuO + 2 H2O ↔ H2O + Cu2+ + 2 H3CO−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
copper acetate
(4.14)
To prove the occurrence of the chemical reactions above, the fluid was analysed, in cooperation with
the chemistry department [5], by a mass spectroscopy of used methanol. Traces of formaldehyde
could be analysed as shown in the test record in figure 4.16.
formaldehyde
methanol
Figure 4.16: Plot of the results from a mass spectroscopy: traces of formaldehyde in the used methanol
The oxygen needed for these reactions may come to the system with non-condesable gases or from
the copper probe itself, since the copper used (Cu-ETP) contains ≤ 0.04 % of oxygen. To avoid these
reactions with oxygen, the system and the working fluid have to be free of all non-condensable gases
and the probe head needs to be machined from copper without oxygen.
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Spray Characteristics
The pressure atomising full cone spray nozzle, TG SS 0.3 by Spraying Systems Co. [76], used in
all measurements presented in this work is a standard nozzle used in many spray cooling studies.
The nozzle and the specific mount including particle filter are made from stainless steel. The nozzle
has an orifice diameter of di,nozzle = 0.51 mm and a spray angle in the range of β = 50 − 61◦ for
pnozzle = 1.5 – 6 bar using water as working fluid; cf. [76].
Measurements with a PDA system using methanol and PF-5060 as working fluid were made to char-
acterise the droplets in the spray produced at the nozzle depending on the fluid dynamic properties
that influence the atomisation. The working fluid PF-5060 has been used here for comparison since
Novec™-7000 was not available at this time but has very similar fluid-dynamic properties. The basic
principles of atomisation as well as the PDA measurement technique will not be discussed here, but
can be found in numerous literature, for example [92].
For the characterisation of droplets impinging on the heated surface, the mean values for the axial
velocities udrop, the radial velocities vdrop and the droplet diameters ddrop were measured using a
PDA system available at SLA Griesheim [80]. The Weber numbers We are calculated using the axial
velocity udrop and the droplet diameters ddrop as characteristic dimension according to:
We =
ρl u
2
drop ddrop
σ
=
inertia forces
surface tension forces
, (4.15)
with the density ρl and the surface tension σ of the liquid working fluid. The Weber number We is
used in fluid flows with interfaces between two different fluids giving the ratio of the fluidst’ inertia
forces to surface tension forces. The higher We, the more distant the droplet is from the shape of an
ideal sphere.
Since the radial velocity vdrop increases linearly with increasing distance from the spray center (po-
sition r = 0) and increasing mass flow for both working fluids, the graphs for vdrop are not further
discussed and shown in the following. The PDA measurements have been done for variable differ-
ential pressures ∆pnozzle between the pressure of the fluid at the nozzle inlet pnozzle and the ambient
pressure inside the test chamber pcell. The walls of the test chamber are made of polycarbonate for
optical accessibility. Since mass flows could not be measured during the measurements, the differ-
ential pressure ∆pnozzle is the charactistic value varied during the measurements. The differential
pressure ∆pnozzle correlates the flow through the nozzle. The tested differential pressures do not ex-
actly match the mass flows used in the experiments, but give an idea about the magnitudes of the
spray charactersitics.
The measured mean droplet diameters ddrop over the radial position r on the spray cone for the
methanol and PF-5060 are plotted in figure 4.17. The mean droplet diameters ddrop increase linearly
for methanol and PF-5060 from the center to the rim of the spray cone (increasing r) and also for
increasing differential pressure ∆pnozzle. The mean droplet diameters ddrop for methanol are in the
range of 26.5 µm < ddrop,meth < 81.2 µm and 34.4 µm < ddrop,PF < 64.7 µm for PF-5060.
The measured mean axial velocities udrop over the radial position r in the spray cone for methanol
and PF-5060 are plotted in figure 4.17. The mean axial velocity udrop is nearly constant for increasing
r for low ∆pnozzle for methanol and PF-5060. Increasing ∆pnozzle, the mean axial velocity udrop for
both fluids decreases with increasing r. The same behaviour can be seen in the Weber numbers We
plotted over r for PF-5060 in figure 4.17 while for methanol the We is slightly increasing (with some
fluctuations) with increasing r.
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Figure 4.17: Mean droplet diameter (top)/ mean axial droplet velocity (middle)/ Weber number (bot-
tom) over radial position in spray cone; hnozzle = 17 mm
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4.2 Setup for Single and Multiple Droplet Evaporation Experiments
4.2.1 Design and Characteristics of the Multiple Droplet Generator
Design
For experiments investigating single and multiple droplet evaporation, a droplet generator to pro-
duce single and/or simultaneous multiple droplets of equal size is needed. The droplet generator
should be suitable to produce droplets of different sizes at variable frequencies and for different
working fluids.
Different concept approaches, such as droplet generation by actuating single valves or single pumps,
are possible to design a droplet generator. One demand is to have multiple channels to be able to
investigate multiple droplet cooling at variable frequencies on a high power heater. For this reason,
a multiple droplet generator with an array of 16 individual controllable channels on a 4 x 4 grid was
developed; see figure 4.18.
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pumps 1-8 pumps 9-16
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fluid line water bath line
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water bath
Figure 4.18: Schematic of the 4 x 4 nozzle array (left) and flow chart of the multiple droplet generator
with auxiliaries (right)
The challenge was to comply with the different requirements while keeping time and effort in check.
Each channel is a package of a micro-pump with a nozzle and piping. The micro-pumps from the
manufacturer Bartels Mikrotechnik GmbH [7] are piezo-driven diaphragm pumps that are produced
in large quantities and therefore available at low cost.
The working principle of the micro-pumps is based on the piezo-induced oscillation of a membrane
in combination with two check-valves opening in flow direction at the inlet and outlet of the pump.
Each channel (each micro-pump) is controllable individually by a signal from the analog output device
of the measurement and control system. The analogue signal is the input variable of an OEM control
electronic [7] which is needed for each pump (each channel) to amplify the control voltage (square
wave signal) for the piezo-driven membrane.
Metal tips of drop action pencils (outer diameter do,nozzle = 2.2 mm) are used as nozzles for the
droplet generator. Two nozzle arrays with nozzles with an inner diameter of di,nozzle = 0.5 mm and
0.7 mm were built. The multiple droplet generator should be suitable to produce coalescing and non-
coalescing droplets next to each other. In preliminary tests it could be found that coalescence and
non-coalescence can be maintained by a variable droplet volume (=ˆ size) and a distance between the
midline of the nozzles snozzle = 4 mm.
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Characteristics
To validate the performance and functioning of the multiple droplet generator a performance test
validating the reproducibility was undertaken. Different fluids (water, ethanol, PF-5060) and noz-
zle inner diameters (di,nozzle = 0.5 and 0.7 mm) were tested at various amplitude voltages. All
experiments were done at the droplet frequency f = 10 Hz.
An extract of the results is listed in table 4.5. The listed mean values result from measurements where
only one single droplet was ejected. Measurements with secondary droplets have not been taken into
account. Depending on the operational parameters, secondary droplets can be avoided, which is de-
sired for the experiments. The droplet sizes were calculated from a Matlab routine by the summation
of the pixels after an image recognition routine.
Table 4.5: Extract of droplet characteristics; only statistical series without secondary droplets
di,nozzle 0.5 mm 0.7 mm
fluid water ethanol PF-5060
nozzle #/voltage in V #2 / 0.57 #14 / 0.65 #7 / 0.40 #1 / 0.50 #9 / 0.37 #9 / 0.43
ddrop in mm 1.281 1.287 1.043 1.04 1.081 1.164
σd in mm 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Vdrop in µl 1.100 1.117 0.595 0.589 0.661 0.825
σV in µl 0.002 0.013 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002
The reproducibility of the single droplet volume Vdrop and droplet diameter ddrop is very good, since
the standard deviations σ are very low, typically σd ≤0.005 or≤ 0.4% for the mean droplet diameters
and σv ≤0.013 or ≤ 1.2% for the mean droplet volume. The tested amplitude voltage range does
not affect the characteristics very much, except for PF-5060, where the liquid density ρl is much
higher than for example for water (cf. table 2.1). Since the length of the piping is equal for every
channel, different pipe bends due to the positioning of the piping may lead to different pressure
losses within the individual piping. This, as well as fabrication tolerances of the micro-pumps and the
metal tips, may result in deviations in droplet characteristics and reproducibility. To avoid deviations,
the amplitude of each channel can be calibrated to reach exactly the same droplet sizes from each
channel.
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4.2.2 Design of a Setup for Measurements of the Local Heat Transfer
For the measurements of evaporating single and multiple, coalescing and non-coalescing droplets, an
infrared transparent heater comparable to the ones used and developed in Fischer et al. [35] and [34]
is used. The main heater consists of s = 3 mm thick infrared transparent glass from calcium fluoride
CaF2. The transmission range of calcium fluoride is λ = 0.12 − 12 µm, while the transmissivity
in the measured range in the experiments is >93 % [45]. The calcium fluoride glass is coated with
s = 400 nm chromium-based black layer to enable a very high emissivity and an s = 400 nm
layer from pure chromium on the top. The surface roughness Ra of the coated chromium layer was
determined in cooperation with the Institute for Technical Thermodynamics at Universität Kassel.
The surface roughness Ra was determined on four positions on one probe, resulting in mean values
of Ra ≈ 0.047 µm and the standard deviation σ ≈ 0.0067 µm.
The pure chromium layer is connected to direct current with electrodes made from copper (mounted
in polycarbonate check rails and pressed to the glass with grub screws) to provide Joule heating within
the layer. Joule heat is the heat that is produced inside an electrical resistance R that is powered by
electricity. According to Joules’ law the heat Qjoule is determined as:
Qjoule = U · I ·∆τ, (4.16)
with Ohm’s law
U = R · I , (4.17)
where U is the voltage, I the currency and ∆τ is the duration of the electrical power input.
The heater glass is bonded with a tough-elastic and electrically isolating epoxy [61] to a support
made from copper that has a cutout for optical access of the infrared video observation from the bot-
tom. The CAD full and sectional view of the copper support with the glass heater mounted on the
copper block are shown in figure 4.19.
glass heater
electrodes
copper block
cutout for optical access
water circulation channel
bores for Pt100 sensors 
bore for mounting
 on base plate
Figure 4.19: CAD view of the copper support with glass heater mounted on the copper block (left
side) and sectional view with visible cutout for optical access (right side)
The support is mounted thermally insulated (with an o-ring) to a copper block that can be temperature
controlled (via internal channels by a water bath) and provides the bottom of a test cell. To conduct
measurements in a pure vapour saturated atmosphere, a cell from polycarbonate was manufactured
and mounted (by epoxy glue) on the bottom copper block. The top cover of the cell is made by
placing the multiple droplet generator on top of the polycarbonate cell using epoxy glue for sealing.
The height of the cell sets the distance hMDG from the nozzle outlet to the surface to hMDG = 65 mm.
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The cell has different connections for feedthrough, pressure sensor mount and equalisation (with the
fluid reservoir) and a connection of a vacuum pump with a plug valve. The rate of leakage is not spec-
ified for this setup since psat = pcell ≥ pambient. The tempered copper block is mounted on a stainless
steel plate with a thermal insulation of a silicon mat in between. The whole setup is mounted on a
frame from aluminium profiles.
4.2.3 Measurement Instrumentation
To monitor the heat transfer of single and multiple evaporating droplets, different measurement in-
strumentation is used. The determination of the mean heater glass temperature inside the heater
support is conducted by resistance thermometers (Pt-100) in two positions at an equal level. The
temperature of the liquid in the reservoir as well as the temperature inside the test cell for the deter-
mination of the saturation condition are also captured with resistance thermometers. The pressure
inside the cell pcell is monitored by a pressure transmitter [89]. The saturation temperature is cal-
culated from the pressure inside the test cell tsat = f (psat = pcell). The main assembly with the
cameras is shown in a CAD screenshot in figure 4.20.
HS b&w camera
HS IR camera
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 generator
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Figure 4.20: CAD view of the single and multiple droplet evaporation setup with high-speed black-
and-white and IR video cameras
A high-speed black-and-white video camera (Photron Fastcam 1024 PCI) was used to record the
droplets falling on the heated surface. The recording frequency during the experiments was set
to f = 500 Hz (shutter time 1/8000 s), while the optical resolution was determined to be
25.3 µm/pixel. During one measurement 2000 pictures were recorded, which is a recording time
τmeas = 4 s due to the fixed recording frequency f . The droplet shape, impact velocity udrop and
the mean droplet diameter ddrop can be evaluated from picture series using Matlab routines. The
evaporation heat transfer is determined from temperature measurements captured by an infrared
video camera (Thermosensorik CMT 256 M HS) on the bottom side 400 nm below the heated surface
through the infrared transparent glass heater. The optical resolution of the camera is 66.08 µm/pixel
(FOV 16.92 x 16.92 mm2) in a spectral range λ = 3.4 − 5.1 µm. During one measurement 4000
pictures were recorded, which corresponds to a recording frequency f = 1000 Hz due to the fixed
recording time τmeas.
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The recorded temperature data is used to calculate the local heat flux distribution with an OpenFOAM
code and different Matlab routines during evaporation heat transfer in the FOV of the camera. More
detailed information on the data processing can be found in subsection 4.2.4.
The calibration of the infrared camera is conducted in situ with a polished calibration block from cop-
per, which is placed onto the chromium surface and tempered by a thermostatic water bath to ensure
a high thermal inertia, stability and accuracy. The in situ calibration allows to neglect the emissivity
of the black chromium-based coating of each heater individually, since each heater is individually cal-
ibrated. A resistance thermometer is used to determine the temperature inside the calibration block
(=ˆ the heat transfer surface).
4.2.4 Experimental Procedure and Data Processing
Measurement Procedure
The single and multiple droplet evaporation experiments are performed using Novec™-7000 (for
the properties see table 2.1) as working fluid. Degassing of the working fluid previous to the ex-
periments prevents bubbles of degassed air inside the piping after degassing inside the pump during
suction cycle. Air or vapour bubbles affect the reliability of droplet generation at the droplet generator
nozzle, thus bubbles need to be avoided within the fluid system. Prior to the experiments, the heater
surface and polycarbonate parts are cleaned with isopropanol while metallic parts are cleaned with
acetone using dust-free lab paper. The test cell is closed and a pure substance system is produced
by pumping and evaporating the working fluid into the test cell and by removing non-condensable
gases using the vacuum pump. To reach the predefined experimental conditions (tsat ≈ 33.5°C), the
test cell, reservoir and heater surface are heated up until steady state is reached. The temperature
of the liquid in the reservoir is set to tf ≈ 31.5°C. The electrical power of the heater is set to reach
a steady state heater wall temperature tw > tsat as desired. The height of the reservoir is adjusted
prior and during the experiments in a way that the liquid level inside the reservoir equals the height
of the nozzle outlet of the multiple droplet generator to prevent hydrostatically provoked fluid flow.
Experiments start when the multiple droplet generator membrane voltage is set and a row of droplets
(same number of droplets before each experiment) has been ejected from the activated channels to
neglect start-up effects that may influence the droplet generation and therefore the results of the
experiments.
A layer of higher boiling temperature deposit accumulates at the surface. This deposit acts as a
screen for the droplets to pin just after the impact and during the evaporation. Without the screen,
the droplets would move over the surface and out of the FOV during the experiments. Thus the
screen is needed for the realisation of these experiments, even though the kinematics of drop impact
and the evaporation process may be influenced by pinning effects. The deposits are supposed to
be the 0.5% impureness of the purchased working fluid or components as softening agents released
from the plastics used in the setup. The maximum thickness of the deposit after several droplets
evaporated was determined to be h≈ 0.15 mm. To offer comparable conditions of the deposit screen
for the individual experiments, the heater surface is flushed by a stream of working fluid between
the experiments. The measuring plan of the evaporation experiments is given in table 4.6. Since the
distance of the nozzles is fixed hnozzle = 4 mm, three different membrane amplitudes, resulting in
different droplet volume (=ˆ droplet size), are tested to enable coalescing or non-coalescing of the
droplets due to the droplet volume.
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For each amplitude, a single droplet was evaporated (cf. experiments number (1),(3),(6) ). The heat
transport of two and three non-coalescing droplets is determined in experiments number (2) and (5)
respectively while two and three coalescing droplets are investigated in experiments (4) and (7) re-
spectively. The distance of the nozzles in experiment (5) is hnozzle,(5) =
p
2 ·4 mm due to the diagonal
alignment; see figure 4.18).
The full amount of nozzles of the 4 x 4 nozzle array of the multiple droplet generator is not fully used
in the experiments presented in this work.
Table 4.6: Measuring plan of the single and multiple drop evaporation experiments
exp. ddrop in mm/ generator experiment sketch of liquid shape
number vdrop in m/s active channels description after drop impact
(1) 1.00/0.98 10 single drop
(2) 1.00/0.98 6,10,14 3 non-coalescing drops
(3) 1.10/1.00 10 single drop
(4) 1.10/1.00 6,10 2 coalescing drops
(5) 1.10/1.00 5,10 2 non-coalescing drops
(6) 1.18/1.02 10 single drop
(7) 1.18/1.02 6,10,14 3 coalescing drops
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Data Processing
The post-processing of the raw data recorded by the infrared video camera is done according to
Matlab routines and an OpenFOAM code developed inhouse prior to this project for evaluations in
Fischer et al. [35] and [34]. The individual work steps are described in brief in the following.
• Raw data of IR camera measurement: The raw data (=ˆ measured infrared intensities) is
collected and selected for evaluation.
• Raw data of IR camera calibration: The calibration raw data is allotted to temperatures.
• Conversion of IR data: The data files are converted from serial to ASCII format.
• Conversion of IR calibration data: After conversion to ASCII format, the intensity of each pixel
of the calibration data is converted into a temperature.
• “Bad pixel” detection: “bad pixels” (=black damaged pixels / dust on the sensor/lens) are
detected and levelled automatically and manually.
• Adjusting parametric equation: The parameters A,B,C of the parametric equation for the tem-
perature T = (A I + B)(
1
4 )+ C is adjusted for each pixel.
• Conversion of intensity data to temperatures: The intensity data are allotted to temperatures
for each picture according to the calibration data.
• Preparation for numerics: Smoothing of temperature gradients of neighbouring pixels and
“bad pixels” using Gaussian filters.
• Run numerics: Calculation of heat flux fields from temperature fields inside the heater substrate
and on the heat transferring surface.
• Determine heater resistance: Determination of the heater resistance by manually measuring
the electrical resistance per unit heater length of the pure chromium layer.
• Heat flux computation: Conversion of heat flux fields in heat fluxes using the electrical resis-
tance and the electrical power input to the chromium layer.
• Display of results: Illustration of the results as heat flux distributions on the heater surface and
of videos from single heat flux and temperature pictures.
Here, non-dimensional numbers are used to get an idea about the range of the performed droplet
impact experiments when comparing to experiments to the ones of other authors.
The Reynolds number Re is the ratio of inertial forces to shear forces
Re =
inertia forces
shear forces
=
ρl vimp l
η
(4.18)
and desribes the intensity of the turbulence in a fluid flow. The Weber number is the ratio of inertial
forces to surface tension forces
We =
inertia forces
surface tension forces
=
ρl v
2
imp l
σ
. (4.19)
The higher the weber number the less spherical is the droplet due to deformation.
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4.3 Measurement Reliability, Uncertainties and Errors
Reliability of the Measured Data
To investigate the reliability of the measured data, the heat transfer coefficients hc and hv mea-
sured at three different instants on the polished topography PS are plotted over the heat flux q˙ in
figures 4.21 and 4.22 respectively. Since there were changes in the experimental setup between these
instants, as listed in table 4.7, the influences of the changes are also evaluated.
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Figure 4.21: Convective heat transfer coefficients hc over heat flux q˙ at different instants;
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; polished surface PS ; working fluid methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 4.22: Evaporative heat transfer coefficients hv over heat flux q˙ at different instants;
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; polished surface PS ; working fluid methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
The reliability is good since the qualitative trends and the quantitative results of the different mea-
sured heat transfer coefficients are very similar, even though there have been changes in the experi-
mental setup. There are no identifiable differences in the different polished surfaces since these were
renewed after each measure. The slight differences are assumed to be due to small differences in
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Table 4.7: Changes in the experimental setup at different instants
Measure 1 Measure 2 Measure 3
recirculation of condensate to vapour space to liquid space to liquid space
of reservoir of reservoir of reservoir
equalisation sample no yes yes
container – condenser
measurement procedure M˙ = const.; M˙ = const.; q˙ = const.;
increasing q˙ increasing q˙ increasing M˙
the saturation condition and measurement uncertainties. With these findings, the measurements are
assumed to be repeatable.
Uncertainties and Errors
The following explanations are based on the lecture Messtechnik im Maschinenbau by RSM and SLA
at Technische Universität Darmstadt [63] as well as the DIN 1319 [23]. What is measuring?
According to DIN 1319 [23], measuring is an experimental procedure determining a specific value of
a physical variable as a multiple of a unit. Thus, measuring is a quantitative comparison to a reference
standard. According to [23], a reference represents or replicates a unit. Now what is a unit?
A unit is a value to compare measures of the same physical parameter to each other. The Système
international d’unités (SI) is compulsory in Germany by law since 1978. The SI is a metrical system
which bases on atomic properties and universal constants and is mostly used in the world followed
by the Anglo-American system which bases on human and nature. The seven SI base units are: the
length in metres (m), the mass in kilogrammes (kg), the time in seconds (s), the electrical current
in ampere (A), the thermodynamic temperature in Kelvin (K), the quantity of material in mole (mol)
and the intensity of light in candela (cd). All other units are deduced from the seven SI base units.
The exact physical definitions of the reference standards can be found in literature.
A measuring chain consists of multiple elements, as shown in figure 4.23, where errors can occur
in each element [63].
sensor /
transducer
signal
converter
signal con-
ditioning
A/D
converter
matching
with
calibration
data
processing
Figure 4.23: Flow chart of an exemplary measurement chain [63]
Every measurement is defective. The knowledge of the real value is essential to quantify an error. The
real value can be estimated for a finite number of measures only. If there is no systematic error and
the number of measures increases, the estimated value converges to the real value asymptotically.
The absolute error F is the difference between the defective measured value xm and the real value xr
and has the same unit as the measured value
F = xm − xr. (4.20)
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The relative error f is non-dimensional and either referred to the maximum measurement range or to
the current measure xm as follows:
f =
xm − xr
xm
. (4.21)
The absolute error is not meaningful without the information of the measured value, while the rela-
tive error is not suitable if the measure is close to zero. The knowledge of the real value is necessary to
determine and give the information of an error. By repeating the measurement, the real value can be
approximated asymptotically. The real value is defined for the specific application and measuring de-
vice used. The devices used are usually calibrated to the official verification to national standards that
are under sole responsibility of the public administration, for example in Germany by the Physikalisch
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and in the USA by the National Institute of Standard and Technology
(NIST). The calibration of measuring equipment can be done in laboratories that have a certification,
for example in Germany by the Deutscher Kalibrierdienst (DKD), verified by the public administration.
An overview of the absolute errors of the calibrated instrumentation used in this work is given in table
4.8. Errors of the measurement and monitoring system itself are considered only in the temperature
measurements, since the measuring and monitoring system has been calibrated with the tempera-
ture sensors according to DKD standard procedures inhouse. For the other sensors the errors of the
measurement system are not considered in this work.
Table 4.8: Maximum absolute error of the instrumentation traceable to national standards
instrumentation measure symbol calibrated max. abs. unit
range error
K-type thermocouple temperatur ti 15-120 0.19
◦ C
resistance thermometers Pt-100 temperatur ti 20-100 0.28
◦ C
pressure transmitter fluid pressure pf 0-10 0.0015 bar
pressure transmitter test cell pressure pcell 0-2.5 0.0006 bar
pressure transmitter test cell pressure pcell 0-1 0.0003 bar
coriolis flow sensor flow through nozzle M˙ 0-20 0.0059 kg/h
precision balance condensate mass Mv 0.02-620 0.015 g
Errors are classified into the static errors Fsta and dynamic errors Fdyn.
F = Fsta + Fdyn. (4.22)
Dynamic errors occur if the output quantity o(τ) of the element in the measuring chain is delayed
from the input quantity i(τ)
Fdyn(τ) = o(τ)− i(τ). (4.23)
For the handling of dynamic errors, differential equations and Laplace transformations are used. Since
the measurements in the present work are done mainly in steady state, except the droplet evaporation
experiment, dynamic errors are not considered further.
Static errors are independent and can be stochastic (random) errors Fsto or bias errors Fbias. Together,
the stochastic errors and the bias are combined in the term uncertainty
Fsta = Fsto + Fbias. (4.24)
The bias is usually a proportional or constant offset to the real value and can be nearly eliminated by
an accurate calibration of the measuring equipment.
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Stochastic errors such as the noise of a sensor are random. Uncertainties can be due to different
reasons [63]:
• incomplete definition of the measure
• biased sampling
• influence of ambient conditions
• influences during the meter-reading of analogue instrumentation by the investigator
• a finite resolution or the detecting limit and response characteristic of the instrumentation
• physical properties from tables
• statistical spread of the values of repeated measurements at the same conditions
A process is called deterministic if it can be described mathematically, otherwise it is called random.
In practice both deterministic and random effects occur. To describe these effects, standard distribu-
tions such as the Poisson distribution or the standardised normal distribution, the so-called Gaussian
distribution, are used. The Poisson distribution results from a repeated experiment with the possible
response true=1 or false=0 and is typically used for a temporal occurrence. For the technique of
measurement, the Gaussian distribution is of importance and enables the noise of a measurement to
be described. The Gaussian distribution is given with the two parameters: a mean value x¯ and the
standard deviation σx.
For the evaluation of the experiments, characteristics are calculated from the measured data. The
errors for the characteristics are calculated according to the Gaussian error propagation.
The dimension of interest y is a function of n statistically independent measures xi (i = 1...n). The
mean value is calculated with the mean values of the measure as
y¯ = f
 
x¯i

. (4.25)
For the determination of the uncertainty δ y¯ , the individual uncertainties δ x¯i are assessed with the
partial derivative
δ y¯ =
s
n∑
i=1

∂ y
∂ xi

δ x¯i
δ x¯i
2
. (4.26)
The measures of the temperature sensors, the pressure sensors and the flow meter are recorded with
a frequency f = 2 Hz for the time of the measurement τmeas = 30; 50; 100; 200 s. Since the
system is in steady state before and during the measurement, the single measures xij are averaged
x¯i =
1
m
m∑
j=1
xij. (4.27)
The deviations of the measures are assumed as normally distributed. The uncertainty of the mean
values is then given with the standard deviation
δ x¯i = σ x¯i =
s
1
m (m− 1)
m∑
j=1

xij− x¯i
2
. (4.28)
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The temperature sensors were calibrated inhouse in a calibration device [90]. Since the calibration
bears on the reference temperature sensor, that itself has an offset compared to the DKD reference,
a systematic error has to be taken into account using the absolute values for the temperature. The
offset of the calibration reference has to be added to the calibrated value of the sensor calibrated to
the reference. Adding the offset of the reference is not necessary if two temperature sensors are used
to calculate a temperature difference.
The error of weighing the mass of the condensate Mv is determined as follows. The accuracy of
the precision balance is given by the manufacturer as ∆M = ±0.015 g. The uncertainties of
the weighing procedure of the specific system are determined intrinsically since the condensation
of vapour in the main test cell, for example on the walls, can not be fully expulsed and would lead to
a lower measure of condensate and an error in the mass balances. The influences of these errors are
pictured with the relative error fheat of the transported heat
fheat =
q˙− q˙c− q˙v
q˙
. (4.29)
The relative error fheat is plotted for different surface topographies over the heat flux q˙ in figure
4.24. The relative error fheat regressively decreases with increasing heat flux q˙, reaching zero from
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Figure 4.24: Relative error fheat over heat flux q˙; mass flow M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; working fluid methanol;
t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3K
medium heat fluxes on. The qualitative behaviour is prestigious for all measurements, independent
of the surface topography or the working fluid, and is treated as characteristic for the method of
measurement and the specific experimental setup.
To determine the uncertainty of the condensate flow M˙v, the theoretical flow is calculated from the
energy balance
q˙ = q˙c+ q˙v =

M˙ − M˙v

kc + M˙v kv, (4.30)
with
kc =
1
A
cl
 
tc − tf and kv = 1A  cl  tsat − tf + ∆hv + cv  tv − tsat , (4.31)
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from which the theoretical flow M˙v,theo follows:
M˙v,theo =
q˙− M˙ kc
kv − kc . (4.32)
The uncertainty of the condensate flow ∆M˙v is calculated from the mean values and the standard
deviations of the surface topographies PS, CP, OG and RC
∆M˙v = M˙v,theo− M˙v,meas = ±0.02 g/s. (4.33)
Each steady state point for the plot of the trends in the figures is a mean of n = 3 − 5 measures.
The measures are combined with the method of the weighed average
y¯ =
∑n
k=1 wk yk∑n
k=1 wk
. (4.34)
The individual measures are weighted with their uncertainties δ yk with the weighting coefficient wk
wk =
1
δ y2k
. (4.35)
The accuracy of the weighted mean is
δ y¯ =
È
1∑n
k=1 wk
. (4.36)
To visualise the errors of the characteristic parameters used in this work, exemplary trends with errors
for the polished surface PS are shown in subfigures in figure 4.25.
The error of the relative heat transfer coefficient hrel is comparatively high for methanol for heat
fluxes q˙ < 80 W/cm2 since an error in the measurement of the condensate mass Mv has a very
great influence on the energy balance and the relative heat transfer coefficients due to the enthalpy
of evaporation that is much higher for methanol than for Novec™-7000.
The typical relative errors of the characteristic values in this work are given in table 4.9. The maximum
relative error for the evaporative heat transfer coefficient is high for very low heat fluxes due to
a very high error in determining the condensate mass Mv (compare relative error in figure 4.24).
With increasing heat flux and increasing amount of vapour the relative error of the evaporative heat
transfer coefficient is similar to the relative error of the global and convective heat transfer coefficient.
Table 4.9: Overview of the relative errors of the characteristic values
Characteristic value relative error
heat flux q˙ ± 0.8 ... 1.3 %
mass flow M˙ ± 0.06 ... 0.33 %
global heat transfer coefficient h ± 1 ... 2.7 %
convective heat transfer coefficient hc ± 1.5 ... 3.2 %
evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv ± 2.4 ... 67.3 %
wall superheat ∆Tw ± 0.4 ... 2.4 %
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Methanol NovecTM-7000
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Figure 4.25: Error bars for polished surface for: h over q˙ (top); hrel over q˙ (mid); q˙ over∆tw (bottom)
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5 Results and Discussion
The following chapter includes the illustration, analysis and interpretation of the results obtained from
spray cooling experiments measuring the global heat transfer and the single and multiple coalescing
and non-coalescing droplets local heat transfer measurements during evaporation. The experiments
setup, operation and data evaluation have been supported by students that worked in the project
presented here for their Bachelor Thesis or Master Thesis under the supervision of the author. Parts
of the results presented in this work can be found in their works ([12],[33],[43],[46],[29]).
The results presented mainly show absolute values and also qualitative as well as quantitative trends.
In the discussion of the global spray measurements the relative heat transfer coefficient hrel is used as a
non-dimensional number. Other non-dimensional numbers, such as the Nusselt number, are not used
in the analysis due to multiple reasons: Necessary values to determine non-dimensional numbers, as
for example the liquid film thickness or film flow velocity, can not be measured with the available
equipment in this setup. Addtionally spray parameters as the droplet size, velocity and density are
not controlable independently in the setup which avoids parametric studies with non-dimensional
numbers for characterisation. The aim of the work is to generate fundamental knowledge for the
technical application of spray cooling systems for electronics cooling. For the use of the results of this
work in development and design of technical applications, absolute numbers are more meaningful.
The results of prior studies are commonly presented in absolute numbers, consequently absolute
numbers are the choice for comparison with the results from this work. A discrete view on the
different mechanisms of evaporation superposing during spray cooling is not possible with the known
measurement methods, thus the use of non-dimensional numbers is not reasonable here. In the
discussion of the local heat transfer non-dimensional numbers as Re and We are used to give a range
of the experiments conditions. Since this part of the work is more a feasibility study and not a
parameter study, no extensive variation of non-dimensional numbers was done.
The working fluids used in the global spray cooling study are methanol and Novec™-7000, while in
the local droplet evaporation measurements Novec™-7000 is used due to the low enthalpy of evapo-
ration (cf. table 2.1), which is beneficial for the heater used in this study due to the low heat flux at
the Joule heated surface.
5.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Parameter Studies on Global Heat Transfer
An introduction to the results gained with the new concept of the separate evaluation of the heat trans-
fer mechanisms single-phase convection and evaporation is given in subsection 5.1.1. The different
parameters that may influence the global heat transfer during spray cooling are varied and described
in the following. The surface topography has an influence on the distribution and drain of liquid and
also the resistance to the heat transport from the wall to the fluid (cf. subsection 2.3.1). In subsection
5.1.2 the results of the global heat transfer measurements on different surface topographies are pre-
sented. The surface topographies differ in the way of production, size and the distribution and drain
of the liquid spray onto the surface. An influence of the thermo-physical fluid properties on the heat
transfer is analysed in subsection 5.1.3. Since the enthalpy of evaporation, the heat capacity, liquid
density and surface tension differ greatly for the different kinds of working fluids used in prior studies
(cf. section 2.4), the present work tries to determine their influence on the global heat transfer and
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the ratio of the different heat transfer mechanisms. The spray parameters such as the subcooling of
the liquid sprayed onto the surface influence the ratio of heat transported by single-phase convection
and evaporation. Results of a study on the influence of the level of subcooling ∆tf = 0.5 − 20 K are
presented in subsection 5.1.4.
The measurements were taken regularly over a period of approximately two years. The experimen-
tal conditions, especially the saturation condition, could not be kept constant over the whole period
and from day to day. This may be due to aging effects of surfaces inside the system, especially the
condenser. The saturation pressure psat and temperature tsat varied in a narrow range during this
extensive experimental study. A brief analysis is given in subsection 5.1.5 to determine the basic in-
fluence of the saturation condition and the influence of the slight variations in saturation conditions
on the results obtained from the measurements.
5.1.1 Global Heat Transfer and Separate Regard on the Heat Transfer Mechanisms
For the first time in spray cooling research (to the best of the authort’s knowledge), the heat transfer
mechanisms single-phase convection and evaporation are considered separately. The umbrella term
evaporation consists of different effects and evaporation mechanisms (cf. subsection 2.2.2) contribut-
ing to the global term labelled evaporation, which is used in the following considerations.
To introduce the potential of the new approach, heat transfer coefficients are plotted over heat flux for
spray cooling measurements using methanol as working fluid on a polished surface, which is typically
used in all measurements as reference in figures 5.1-5.4. The global heat transfer coefficient h (cf.
equation 4.10) over heat flux q˙ for the polished surface PS is plotted in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙ for the polished surface PS ; working
fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
With increasing heat flux q˙, the global heat transfer coefficient h slightly increases to a maximum,
then decreases until a stop criterion is reached (for stop criteria see subsection 4.1.1). This finding
stands for the global view but does not give any information about the ratio of convectively and
evaporatively transferred heat. The global heat transfer coefficient h is higher with higher mass flow
M˙ . The convective and the evaporative heat transfer coefficients hc and hv are determined using
equation 4.8. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc increases with increasing mass flow M˙ and
decreases with increasing heat flux q˙ at a constant mass flow M˙ (see figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over heat flux q˙ for the polished surface PS ; working
fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
The convective heat flow Q˙c,max is limited by the mass flow M˙ , the liquid heat capacity cl and the
liquid subcooling∆tf (cf. equation 4.3). If the maximum convectively transportable heat flux q˙c,max =
Q˙c,max/Aproj is reached due to an increasing heat flux q˙, the q˙c,max stays constant for further increasing
q˙. This causes a decrease in the convective heat transfer coefficient hc if the wall superheat ∆tw is
greater the higher the heat flux q˙ according to equation 5.1 (from equations 4.3 and 4.8).
hc =
cl (∆tc− tf)
tw− tsat =
cl ∆tc
∆tw
⇔ (cl ∆tc)→
∆tw ↑ = hc ↓ (5.1)
This statement is based on the assumption of a constant superheat against saturation (tsat = const.)
of the excess liquid ∆tc which is attested according to figure 5.3 (left) with a superheat of the excess
liquid in the range of -0.1 K <∆tc < 0.2 K that can be seen as nearly constant. The second assumption
is an increasing wall superheat ∆tw as plotted over q˙ in figure 5.3 (right).
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Figure 5.3: Convective excess liquid superheat∆tc (left) and wall superheat∆tw (right) over heat flux
q˙ for the polished surface PS ; working fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
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In figure 5.4 the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv is plotted over the heat flux q˙. With increasing
heat flux q˙ the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv strongly increases, reaches a maximum value
and then decreases. The higher the mass flow M˙ , the higher the evaporative heat transfer coeffi-
cient hv. For constant mass flow M˙ and subcooling ∆tf and increasing heat flux q˙, the wall superheat
∆tw and therefore the evaporative heat flux q˙v increase.
These findings state that the global heat transfer coefficient h is not sufficient to describe the mech-
anisms of heat transfer in detail. The determination of the ratio of the heat transfer mechanisms
convection and evaporation allows to distinguish between the heat transfer mechanisms and points a
way to determine and analyse local effects.
The proof-of-concept awakes comparing the trends of the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv in
figure 5.4 to the trends of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙ for the polished surface PS ; work-
ing fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
Evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism since it superposes the decreasing convective
heat transfer regarding the trends of the global heat transfer coefficient h in figure 5.1. Since the
transferable latent heat is greater than the transferable sensible heat, evaporation has to be the dom-
inating mechanism in heat transfer if the surface superheat ∆tw is sufficiently high and the fluid
subcooling ∆tf is comparatively low.
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5.1.2 Influence of Surface Topography
Analysing the results of the heat transfer measurements of the different kinds of surface topographies
allows to divide the topographies into two basic groups. This classification will be explained in the
following. An overview of the results and comparisons as well as detailed analysis of the individual
surface topographies will be given after the basic classification.
Basic Classification of the Surface Topographies
An overview of the tested surface topographies is given in table 4.2 in subsection 4.1.3. In figure
5.5 the heat transfer coefficient h is plotted over the heat flux q˙ for the polished surface PS, the micro-
milled surface CS and the sintered surface CP.
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Figure 5.5: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙ for surfaces PS, CS, CP ; mass flow
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; working fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
For the sintered surface CP the global heat transfer coefficient h strongly increases with increasing
heat flux q˙ and reaches a maximum heat transfer coefficient hmax for a wide range of heat fluxes
45 < q˙ < 90 W/cm2. The global heat transfer coefficients h for the polished surface PS and the
micro-milled surface CS increase linearly with increasing heat flux until a hmax is reached. The global
heat transfer coefficient h for the micro-milled surface CS is always above the one for the polished
surface PS and increases above the one of CP for q˙ ≈ 130 W/cm2. In figure 5.6 and figure 5.7 the
convective and the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hc and hv are plotted over the heat flux q˙ to
analyse the effects influencing the heat transfer. Similar to the results for different mass flows M˙ ,
shown in figure 5.2, the convective heat transfer coefficient hc decreases with increasing q˙ for all
surfaces.
For the sintered surface CP in the range of heat fluxes from 90 < q˙ < 140 W/cm2 the evaporative
heat transfer coefficient hv stays at a stable level and decreases from q˙ ≈ 140 W/cm2 with increasing
heat flux, while the hv for the micro-milled surface exceeds the hv of CP. The convective heat transfer
coefficient hc of the sintered structure CP seems to decrease slightly below the one of the micro-
milled structure CS in the same range from 90 < q˙ < 140 W/cm2 but this observation is within the
uncertainty of the measurements and is therefore incapable of proof.
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Figure 5.6: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over heat flux q˙ for surfaces PS, CS, CP ; mass flow
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; working fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 5.7: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙ for surfaces PS, CS, CP ; mass flow
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; working fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6;∆tf = 3 K
The vapour transport away from the surface may be the reason for the different character of con-
vective and evaporative heat transfer for the surfaces CP and CS. The vapour that is produced inside
the micro-porous structure CP may prevent the liquid from entering and rewetting of the structure.
This can limit the transport of sensible heat via forced convection as well as the overall heat trans-
port. At higher q˙ the evaporation inside the structure may be supported due to a sufficient amount
of fluid entering the structure preventing dryout. This can be assisted by capillary forces in the
micro-porous structure itself ensuring liquid transport and distribution inside the structure.
The latent heat transferable per portion of working fluid is much higher than the sensible heat since
the enthalpy of evaporation of a fluid is a multiple of the heat capacity (multiplied with temperature
difference). For the transport of heat by latent heat inside the porous structure less fluid is needed to
feed and enable a stable evaporation process.
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An overview of the maximum heat fluxes q˙max and global heat transfer coefficients hmax, where
q˙(q˙max) 6= q˙(hmax), is given for numerous porous topographies in comparison to the micro-milled to-
pography CS and the polished reference surface PS in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Maximum heat fluxes q˙max and global heat transfer coefficients hmax on micro-porous,
micro-milled and polished surfaces; working fluid methanol; t∗ ≈ 0.6; ∆tf = 3 K
PS CP OG RC CS
M˙ q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax
kg
h
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
5.1 60 1.7 156 6.5 79 2.3 59 1.5 134 3.5
7.4 89 2.4 155 6.4 79 2.3 51 1.4 169 4.5
11.2 112 3.7 163 6.4 80 2.3 51 1.4 182 5.7
14.8 132 4.6 170 6.6 80 2.5 53 1.5 199 6.6
By comparison of the results of the polished surface PS and the micro-milled surface CS the heat
flux q˙max and the heat transfer coefficient hmax increase with increasing mass flow M˙ . The trend
is different for the porous sintered surfaces CP, OG and RC: the maximum heat flux q˙max and heat
transfer coefficient hmax are already reached at low mass flows and stay almost constant for further
increasing mass flow. Two basic groups can be defined due to this finding: (a) the polished and micro-
milled topographies and (b) the micro-porous topographies. Different heat transfer and evaporation
mechanisms dominate on the surfaces of the two basic groups.
The results of the two stainless steel powder laser sintered structures OG and RC show even lower
maximum heat fluxes than the polished reference and compared to the copper powder sintered struc-
ture CP also much lower heat transfer coefficients, which may be explained with the poor heat con-
duction within the steel powder structure (λst ≈ 15-60 W/m K) compared to the good conduction
of the copper particles (λcu ≈ 390 W/m K) used for CP. The topographies OG and RC will not be
considered in further comparisons of topographies.
Comparison and Detailed Analysis of Surface Topographies
In this section the tested surface topographies are compared to each other using the global and dis-
crete heat transfer coefficients. Only results using Novec™-7000 as working fluid are shown here
exemplarily. A comparison of the results of the working fluids methanol and Novec™-7000 will be
done in subsection 5.1.3. The global heat transfer coefficients h for all tested topographies tested with
a M˙ = 5.1 kg/h are plotted over the heat flux q˙ in figure 5.8.
The trends of the heat transfer coefficients of different topographies are classified into groups. The
micro-porous sintered surfaces CP and CS3CP show qualitatively and quantitatively similar results,
and the same applies for the micro-milled topographies CS and CS3. The DML-sintered topography
CoSi can not be explicitily assigned to these two groups. The global heat transfer coefficient h slightly
increases for the micro-milled surfaces CS and CS3 until hmax is reached, which is at very high values
of q˙ compared to the other surfaces. The maximum heat transfer coefficient hmax ≈ 1.8 W/cm2K for
CS3 is reached at q˙ ≈ 38.5W/cm2, while for CP the hmax ≈ 3.8 W/cm2K is reached at q˙ ≈ 15 W/cm2.
The maximum heat fluxes q˙max are highest for the DMS-sintered structure CoSi followed by the micro-
milled surfaces and the micro-porous surfaces. Comparing the micro-milled structures, CS3 reaches
higher h at slightly higher q˙ than CS. The micro-porous surfaces CP and CS3CP reach the highest h at
low q˙ and the q˙max is lower compared to the micro-milled surfaces. With increasing q˙ the difference
between the h of the micro-porous and the micro-milled surfaces decreases and h converges.
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Figure 5.8: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h; working fluid
Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
The global heat transfer coefficient h is normalised with the global heat transfer coefficient of the
polished reference hPS in table 5.2 for a heat flux q˙ = 10 W/cm2 to reveal the performance of the
different surfaces.
Table 5.2: Non-dimensional heat transfer coefficients h/hPS for Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69; ∆tf = 3 K;
M˙ = 5.1 kg/h; q˙ = 10 W/cm2
Surface PS CS CS3 CP CS3CP CoSi
h
hPS
1 1.5 2.1 5.6 6.5 2.4
The DML-sintered surface CoSi reaches, in the region with the micro-milled surfaces CS and CS3,
a normalised heat transfer coefficient of 1.5 to 2.4, while both the micro-porous surfaces CP and
CS3CP show improvements of 5.6 and 6.5 compared to the reference surface.
According to the key aspect of this work and the findings in subsection 5.1.1, a detailed analysis
with a separate regard on the heat transfer mechanisms during spray cooling on different surface
topographies will be discussed in the following. The analysis of the convective and evaporative heat
transfer coefficient hc and hv enables to distinguish between the main heat transfer mechanisms con-
vection and evaporation. The non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel (cf. equation 4.9) gives
the ratio of evaporation on the overall heat transfer and is plotted over q˙ in figure 5.9.
For M˙ = const. the trends of the hrel over q˙ are nearly congruent for all surface topographies. Evapo-
ration dominates the heat transfer converging towards hrel = 1 with increasing q˙. For q˙ = 10 W/cm2
the hrel ≈ 0.7 while for q˙ = 40 W/cm2 the hrel ≈ 0.97. This values equal for all surface topographies
for M˙ = const.. The dependency of the non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel on the mass
flow M˙ is represented exemplarily on the polished surface in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel over heat flux q˙; mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h;
working fluid Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 5.10: Non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel over heat flux q˙; surface PS ; working fluid
Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
With increasing mass flow M˙ the portion of the evaporative transferred heat decreases due to the
capability to remove more heat by single-phase convection (cf. equation 4.3). The increase in con-
vective transferred heat provokes a decreasing non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel.
The convective heat transfer coefficient hc over q˙ is plotted in figure 5.11.
The convective heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing heat flux q˙ for all surface topogra-
phies, reaching the lowest values for the highest heat fluxes. With increasing heat flux, more liquid
evaporates and a lower relative amount of heat is transported by single-phase convection. The de-
crease of the convective heat transfer coefficient is already explained scientifically in subsection 5.1.1.
The convective heat transfer coefficient hc is plotted for a fixed heat flux q˙ = 20 W/cm2 over the
mass flow M˙ in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over heat flux q˙; mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h; work-
ing fluid Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 5.12: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over mass flow M˙ ; heat flux q˙ = 20 W/cm2;
working fluid Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
With increasing mass flow M˙ the convective heat transfer coefficient hc increases linearly. Conse-
quently the amount of heat transported by single-phase convection increases with increasing mass
flow (cf. equation 4.3). A higher mass flow M˙ causes a higher flow velocity and therefore higher
Reynolds numbers. From the theory higher Reynolds number cause higher Nusselt numbers and
higher heat transfer coefficients. For the sintered surfaces CP and CS3CP the trend is nearly con-
gruent and the convective heat transfer coefficient hc increases by a factor of ≈3.4, for the polished
surface PS by a factor of ≈7 in the massflow range M˙ = 5.1− 14.8 kg/h. The higher hc for CP and
CS3CP may be due to a larger area of the heat transfer surface maintained by many pores inside the
porous structures.
The evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv is plotted for a fixed heat flux q˙ = 20 W/cm2 over the
mass flow M˙ in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over mass flow M˙ ; heat flux q˙ = 20 W/cm2;
working fluid Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
The evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv increases for the polished surface PS from hv = 0.6 to 0.85
W/cm2K, while it is nearly constant for CS, CS3 and CoSi. For the micro-porous surfaces CP and
CS3CP there is no clear trend identifiable. The increase of hv on the polished surface can be inter-
preted by the influence of secondary nucleation sites; cf. subsection 2.2.2. Since the number of surface
nucleation sites on the polished surface is lower than on the micro-milled and micro-porous surfaces
and the number of nucleation sites produced by the spray increases (with increasing mass flow), this
mechanism occurs only at the polished surface since the absolute number of active surface nucleation
sites is low. The amount of active surface nucleation sites increases with increasing heat flux or by
changing the topography of the surface; cf. subsection 2.2.2. The evaporative heat transfer coeffi-
cient hv is plotted over the heat flux q˙ in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙; mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h;
working fluid Novec™-7000; t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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The trends of the global heat transfer coefficient in figure 5.8 and the evaporative heat transfer coef-
ficient in figure 5.14 are qualitatively very similar since evaporation is the dominating heat transfer
mechanism independent of the topography of the surface. The higher the heat flux q˙ and the lower
the mass flow M˙ are, the higher is the ratio of evaporation on the total heat transport.
The most efficient way to enhance the heat transfer is to optimise the parameters positively affecting
evaporation as e.g. the length of the three-phase contact line (cf. Sodtke [75]) and the number of
pores and capillary forces inside the pores. Residues of vapour inside micro-porous structures can
act as nucleation sites for bubble formation (cf. subsection 2.2.2). These are reasons for the very
high efficiency of the micro-porous surfaces up to high heat fluxes compared to the micro-milled and
polished surface topographies.
With increasing heat flux and therefore increasing number of vapour streaming out of the pores, the
capillary forces are partially interrupted. This reduces the heat transfer performance, since liquid is
not transported optimally to the place where dryout occurs and the liquid is needed to evaporate and
transport heat. The flow of vapour may also prevent the full wetting of the surface, which results
in partial dryout and again less efficient heat transport through evaporation. The effect that vapour
prevents liquid from reaching and cooling the surface results in lower maximum heat fluxes and
abrupt onset of dryout compared to the micro-milled surface, where the vapour is able to pass off the
surface faster. The reason for a little higher efficiency of the micro-milled structure CS3 compared to
CS may also be due to the ability of the vapour to pass off more quickly and easily from the three
times wider channels (cf. table 4.2). A fast rewetting of liquid is very important for all surfaces but the
“mean distance” of the fluid to the heat conducting path is also important for the heat transport. The
lower the “mean distance” of the liquid volume to the heat conduction path is, the higher is the heat
transfer. This hypothesis corresponds very well with the high heat transfer coefficients for the micro-
porous surfaces CP and CS3CP with “mean distances” of dmht,CP = 4.9µm and dmht,CS3CP = 4.5µm
compared to the micro-milled structures CS and CS3 with dmht,CS = 60µm and dmht,CS3 = 100µm (cf.
table 4.3). Greater heat transfer coefficients for the micro-milled structure CS3 compared to CS do not
correspond to the “mean distances”. Thus the “mean distance” dmht may be one within the plurality of
parameters to pay regard to the surface topography for the modelling of spray cooling heat transfer.
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5.1.3 Influence of Working Fluid
In this subsection the influence of the thermo-physical fluid properties of the different working fluids
will be evaluated. The results gained with both working fluids on the same surface topography will
be compared to each other. Due to the fact that the micro-milled surfaces CS and CS3 are very similar,
CS3 will be excluded from the following considerations. With regard to the fluid properties, the
liquid heat capacity cl and the enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv are of special interest. Novec™-7000 has
much lower values for the liquid heat capacity cl and the enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv compared
to methanol (cf. table 2.1), resulting in lower heat transfer coefficients and lower maximum heat
fluxes. The ratio of the liquid heat capacity of methanol compared to Novec™-7000 is
cl,meth
cl,nov
≈2.2,
for the enthalpy of evaporation
∆hv,meth
∆hv,nov
≈8.4. The stop criterion tw>75°C, is reached at lower heat
fluxes using Novec™-7000 than using methanol, while in the measurements with methanol the stop
criterion tQ2>120°C (for polycarbonate) is reached at heat fluxes q˙ ≈ 200 W/cm2. To avoid reaching
the stop criterion tQ2>120°C, PEEK can be used as insulation and carrier disc material.
Due to the difference in liquid density ρl and the fact that the experiments are done at constant
mass flow instead of volume flow, a permanent wetting of the surface is more easily maintained by
methanol, since the volume flow is V˙meth
V˙nov
=
ρl,meth
ρl,nov
≈1.7 times the volume flow of Novec™-7000.
In this subsection a comparison of the heat transfer characteristics of all surface topographies will be
done followed by a comparison of working fluids for each individual surface topography.
Global View and Comparison of Heat Transfer Characteristics of all Surface Topographies
An overview of the maximum global heat transfer coefficients and the maximum heat fluxes de-
termined during extensive experimental studies during this work is given in table 5.3.
The maximum heat flux q˙max increases with increasing mass flow M˙ for both working fluids for all
surfaces except for CP, CS3CP and CoSi. The q˙max increases for the micro-porous sintered surface
CP using Novec™-7000, while for methanol it stays nearly constant with increasing M˙ . It can be as-
sumed that the hybrid surface CS3CP has a similar behaviour, even if the measurements with methanol
are incomplete due to damage towards the completion of the M˙ = 5.1 kg/h measurement. For the
DML-sintered surface CoSi the q˙max rises with increasing mass flow using Novec™-7000 , while using
methanol there is no clear trend.
The maximum heat transfer coefficient hmax increases with increasing mass flow M˙ for the polished
surface PS and the micro-milled surface CS for both working fluids. For the micro-porous surface
CP the hmax stays constant with increasing M˙ for methanol and Novec™-7000 while for CS3CP and
CoSi the hmax stays constant with increasing M˙ only if using Novec™-7000 as working fluid. The trend
of hmax using methanol for the micro-porous surface CS3CP is not clear, while for the DML-sintered
surface CoSi may be assumed to increase also with increasing mass flow M˙ . The trend of hmax for the
micro-milled structure CS3 using Novec™-7000 is not clear.
Generally the values for the maximum heat flux q˙max and the maximum heat transfer coefficient hmax
are higher using methanol than Novec™-7000 as working fluid, due to the higher values of the
thermo-physical properties, the liquid heat capacity cl and the enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of the maximum heat fluxes q˙max and global heat transfer coefficients hmax for
methanol (t∗ ≈ 0.6) and Novec™-7000 (t∗ ≈ 0.69) ;∆tf = 3 K
PS CS CS3
Methanol Novec Methanol Novec Methanol Novec
M˙ q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax
kg
h
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
5.1 60 1.7 32 1.0 134 3.5 39 1.5 175 4.2 45 1.8
7.4 89 2.4 41 1.1 169 4.5 47 1.7 170 4.1 55 1.9
11.2 112 3.7 57 1.4 182 5.7 69 2.0 190 6.6 77 2.3
14.8 132 4.6 73 1.8 199 6.6 96 2.3 x x 100 2.6
CP CS3CP CoSi
Methanol Novec Methanol Novec Methanol Novec
M˙ q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax q˙max hmax
kg
h
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
W
cm2
W
cm2K
5.1 156 6.5 34 3.9 138* 13.3 35 3.7 113 3.0 47 1.6
7.4 155 6.4 44 3.9 x x 45 3.8 119 2.9 52 1.7
11.2 163 6.4 70 4.3 177 17.4 68 3.9 133 3.4 66 1.9
14.8 170 6.6 104 4.2 x x 99 3.8 138 3.8 72 1.9
* = max. value not determined due to damage; x = not measured
Comparison of Working Fluids for Each Surface Topography
To determine influences of the thermo-physical fluid properties of the different working fluids on
the heat transfer depending on the topography, the comparison of working fluids is done for each
individual surface topography in the following.
Polished Surface PS
The global heat transfer coefficient h for the polished surface PS increases nearly linearly reaching
a maximum and decreasing again with increasing heat flux q˙ (see figure 5.15). The maximum values
of h and q˙ depend on the mass flow M˙ for both fluids, shifted towards higher heat fluxes q˙ with in-
creasing mass flow M˙ . The trends of the convective heat transfer coefficient are qualitatively similar
for both working fluids, decreasing with increasing M˙ and also depend on the mass flow (cf. figure
5.2). Therefore the trends are not shown here.
The trends of the non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel are plotted over the heat flux q˙ in
figure 5.16. The non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient for M˙ = 14.8 kg/h and q˙ = 20 W/cm2
is hrel,meth = 0.3 for methanol while it is hrel,nov = 0.6 for Novec™-7000. The trends of hrel are qual-
itatively similar, with lower values for methanol due to the higher heat capacity cl of the methanol
compared to Novec™-7000 . A higher amount of transportable heat by single-phase convection (cf.
equation 4.3), either by increasing the mass flow M˙ (cf. figure 5.10) or the liquid heat capacity
cl (cf. figure 5.16) or the liquid subcooling ∆tf (cf. subsection 5.1.4, figure 5.30), decreases the
non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel. Since the trends of hrel are independent of the surface
topography (cf. figure 5.9), the hrel will not be discussed explicitly in the following paragraphs. This
is the equal for methanol.
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Figure 5.15: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; polished surface PS ; working fluids:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 5.16: Non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel over heat flux q˙; polished surface PS ; work-
ing fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Micro-milled Surfaces CS and CS3
Due to the similarity of the results of the micro-milled surfaces CS andCS3, the results of CS3 are
not shown in the following. The trends of the heat transfer coefficients hc and hv for the grooved
micro-milled structure CS are similar for both working fluids and not shown in a figure. The global h
is plotted over q˙ in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; micro-milled surface CS ; working fluids:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
The maximum heat transfer coefficient h and the maximum heat flux q˙ depend on the mass flow
M˙ . The trends are qualitatively similar to the ones of the polished surface PS, reaching higher heat
transfer coefficients and maximum heat fluxes for the micro-milled surface CS. The values are higher
for methanol than for Novec™-7000 due to the higher values in the thermo-physical fluid properties
of methanol.
Micro-porous Sintered Surface CP
The evaporative heat transfer coefficients hv for methanol and Novec™-7000 are plotted over q˙ for
the micro-porous sintered surface CP in figure 5.18.
For the working fluid methanol the evaporative heat transfer coefficients hv and maximum heat fluxes
q˙max,meth are higher, additionally showing a minor dependency of the hv,max,meth and q˙max,meth on M˙ ,
resulting in nearly congruent trends. The maximum heat fluxes of methanol are in a small range of
q˙max,meth = 155− 170 W/cm2 for M˙ = 5.1− 14.8 kg/h. The maximum evaporative heat transfer
coefficients for Novec™-7000 are nearly independent of the mass flow M˙ . The q˙max,nov depend on M˙ ,
reaching q˙max,nov = 35 W/cm2 for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h and q˙max,nov = 105 W/cm2 for M˙ = 14.8 kg/h.
Whereas the evaporative heat transfer coefficients for methanol are high in a wide range of heat
fluxes, the heat transfer coefficients for Novec™-7000 decrease after reaching the maximum value,
resulting in a limited range of use for low mass flows using Novec™-7000. In contrast to the usual
behaviour, the evaporative heat transfer coefficients for methanol are lower than for Novec™-7000 in
the range of low heat fluxes 10 W/cm2 < q˙ < 30 W/cm2. Since the liquid heat capacity of methanol
is by a factor of
cl,meth
cl,nov
≈ 2.2 higher than for Novec™-7000, more heat is transported by single-phase
convection using methanol and less fluid evaporates. This behaviour can also be determined for other
surfaces, but is most distinct for the micro-porous surface CP.
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Figure 5.18: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙; micro-porous surface CP ; work-
ing fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
Since the ratio of evaporated liquid increases faster for Novec™-7000 with increasing heat flux, wall
temperature tw ≥ 75°C is reached before reaching the stop criterion CHF. For the measurements with
methanol the CHF could usually not be reached since tw ≥ 75°C was reached before. The volume
flow V˙ of methanol is ≈1.7 times higher than for Novec™-7000, which could lead to a later break up
of the liquid film and avoid reaching CHF better for methanol than for Novec™-7000.
The global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙ in figure 5.19 shows a minor dependency on M˙
for methanol and a maximum evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv,max,meth = 6 − 6.5 W/cm2K in
the range 50 W/cm2 < q˙ < 90 W/cm2.
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Figure 5.19: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; micro-porous surface CP ; working flu-
ids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
For Novec™-7000 the maximum global heat transfer coefficients h are reached at the beginning and
decrease with increasing heat flux q˙.
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Regarding the global heat transfer coefficients h there are no higher h for Novec™-7000 than
for methanol as there are regarding the evaporative heat transfer coefficients hv in figure
5.18. The heat transfer coefficients for methanol and Novec™-7000 are h ≈ 4 W/cm2K for
15 W/cm2 < q˙ < 20 W/cm2. The maximum achieved heat transfer coefficient for Novec™-
7000 is hmax,nov ≈ 4.2 W/cm2K.
The dependencies and differences of both working fluids also become evident considering the heat
flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw plotted in figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw; micro-porous surface CP ; working fluids:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
Whereas the trends of the heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw decline for Novec™-7000, the trends
for methanol increase. The differences between the two working fluids concerning the dependency
and independency on the mass flow M˙ , as discussed earlier, are also identifiable. For equal wall
superheat ∆tw more heat is transported using methanol compared to Novec™-7000. For the mass
flow M˙ = 11.2 kg/h and the wall superheat ∆tw ≈ 37.5°C, the ratio of the reached heat fluxes is
q˙max,meth
q˙max,nov
≈1.7, while it is q˙max,meth
q˙max,nov
≈2.6 for the the mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h and the wall superheat
∆tw ≈ 16°C. Since the ratio of the liquid heat capacity is cl,methcl,nov ≈2.2 and the ratio of the enthalpy
of evaporation is
∆hv,meth
∆hv,nov
≈8.4, a higher q˙max,meth
q˙max,nov
suggests a higher ratio of the evaporation for lower
mass flows, while a lower
q˙max,meth
q˙max,nov
suggests a higher ratio of single-phase convection.
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Micro-porous Sintered Hybrid Surface CS3CP
The highest heat transfer coefficients and differences in dependency of the working fluids measured
during the experiments for this work have been determined for the micro-porous hybrid structure
CS3CP. The evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv is plotted over heat flux q˙ in figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙; hybrid surface CS3CP ; working
fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
The maximum evaporative heat transfer coefficients for Novec™-7000 hv,max,nov ≈ 3 W/cm2K are in-
dependent on the mass flow M˙ . The maximum heat transfer coefficient for methanol hv,max,meth ≈
16 W/cm2K is more than five times higher than hv,max,nov for Novec™-7000. From the limited number
of measured mass fluxes for methanol it seems that in contrast to Novec™-7000, the maximum evap-
orative heat transfer coefficients hv,max,meth for methanol depend on the mass flow M˙ . A statement to
the maximum heat fluxes reached with methanol is not possible since the q˙max for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h could
not be determined due to a damage. It can be assumed that 170 W/cm2 < q˙max,meth < 180 W/cm
2
for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h since the CHF occurred within this range. With this knowledge, the dependency
of the maximum reached heat flux q˙max on the mass flow M˙ can be assumed as nearly independent
for methanol as it is for the surface topography CP. The global heat transfer coefficients h are plotted
over heat flux q˙ in figure 5.22.
The trends of h are qualitatively similar to the trends of hv in figure 5.21, which is due to a very high
rate of evaporation. The maximum heat transfer coefficient for methanol hv,max,meth ≈ 17.4 W/cm2K
for q˙ = 100 W/cm2 is more than four times the hv,max,nov ≈ 3.8 W/cm2K for Novec™-7000. The
trends of the heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw show a very precise dependency on the working
fluid (see figure 5.23).
The trends for the heat flux show a linear increase with increasing wall superheat for both working
fluids. For q˙ = 60 W/cm2 and M˙ = 11.2 kg/h the wall superheat for methanol is ∆tw,meth ≈
4 K while it is ∆tw,nov ≈ 20 K for Novec™-7000. The gradient for methanol is much steeper, which
denotes that high heat fluxes are transported at much lower wall superheats for methanol than for
Novec™-7000. There is no evident dependency of the trends of methanol on the mass flow. For
Novec™-7000 the heat flux increases slightly more strongly the higher the mass flow is.
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The hybrid surface CS3CP has the lowest mean heat transfer distance dmht = 4.5µm and reaches the
highest heat transfer coefficients of all experiments done for methanol within this work. One impor-
tant parameter for modelling the heat transfer could be the mean heat transfer distance dmht = 4.5µm
similar to the dmht = 4.9µm for the micro-porous surface CP and very low compared to the micro-
milled surfaces CS and CS3. Other influencing parameters are the multiple higher fluid properties of
methanol compared to Novec™-7000. Further parameters could be the ≈ 1.7 times higher volume
flow of the methanol for identical mass flows. Consequently the higher fluid properties (∆hv and
cp,l), the higher volume flux (V˙ ) and the lower mean heat transfer distance (dmht) are not sufficient
to describe the very high heat transfer of the hybrid surface CS3CP compared to all other tested to-
pographies. Further parameters will be of importance for the modelling of the heat transfer based on
fundamental physics and geometrical parameters.
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Figure 5.22: Gobal heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; hybrid surface CS3CP ; working fluids:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Figure 5.23: Heat flux q˙ over wall superheat∆tw; hybrid surface CS3CP ; working fluids: methanol t∗ ≈
0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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DML-sintered Surface CoSi
The differences of the working fluid properties become obvious regarding the evaporative heat trans-
fer coefficient hv plotted over q˙ for the DML-sintered surface CoSi in figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over heat flux q˙; DML-sintered surface CoSi ; work-
ing fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
Solely for q˙ = 20 W/cm2 are the hv,meth slightly smaller than hv,nov. Whereas the hv,max,nov depend
on the mass flow M˙ and decrease after a maximum has been reached, the hv,max,meth decline until
a stop criterion is reached. The maximum reached heat fluxes are q˙max,nov = 46− 72 W/cm2 for
Novec™-7000 and q˙max,meth = 113− 138 W/cm2 for methanol. Analysing the global heat transport
characterised by the h over q˙ in figure 5.25, the differences become even more clear.
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Figure 5.25: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; DML-sintered surface CoSi ; working
fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
In the range of heat fluxes 10 W/cm2 < q˙ < 70 W/cm2 the heat transfer coefficient hmeth for
methanol is nearly constant.
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In the same range the influence of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc,meth for methanol is very
high compared to hc,nov and hc,meth at high heat fluxes (see figure 5.26). With increasing mass flow
M˙ the global heat transfer coefficient h increases slightly. For Novec™-7000 the trends of the hnov
are similar to the trends of hv,nov, which is due to the high ratio of evaporation and accordingly the
very low hc,nov. To depict this, the heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw is plotted in figure 5.27.
The trends of the heat flux q˙ for Novec™-7000 decline while the q˙ for methanol rise progressively
with increasing wall superheat ∆tw, which allows a clear classification of the two working fluids.
Comparing the global, convective and evaporative heat transfer coefficients, the dominating heat
transfer mechanism for Novec™-7000 seems to be evaporation, for methanol convection. This may be
justified with the open structure of CoSi itself enabling a good flow through the structure. The mean
heat transfer distance dmht ≈ 80µm is in the range of the micro-milled structures however the q˙max
and hmax are lower for CoSi.
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Figure 5.26: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over heat flux q˙; DML-sintered surface CoSi ; work-
ing fluids: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3K
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Figure 5.27: Heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw; DML-sintered surface CoSi ; working fluids:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.6, Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69;∆tf = 3 K
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Conclusion of Heat Transfer Characteristics on different Topographies depending on Working Fluid
The classification of the tested topographies into two groups becomes clear again analysing the
behaviour of the different topographies. Generally all topographies reach higher heat transfer co-
efficients and heat fluxes using methanol as working fluid compared to Novec™-7000. The higher
values are enabled by the fluid properties for methanol compared to Novec™-7000 distiguished by
the ratios of the liquid heat capacity
cl,meth
cl,nov
≈ 2.2 and the enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv,meth
∆hv,nov
≈8.4 and
may also be influenced by the ratio of the volume flow V˙meth
V˙nov
≈ 1.7.
While the polished and micro-milled structures have a similar qualitative behaviour independent of
the working fluid, the values reached using the working fluid methanol are quantitatively higher.
The heat transfer characteristics of the micro-porous structures CP and CS3CP depend not only quan-
titatively on the working fluid, but also qualitatively, since the ratio of the two main heat transfer
mechanisms namely single-phase convection and evaporation is different for different working fluids
on these topographies (see individual paragraphs for details).
The maximum reached global heat transfer coefficients hmax,nov on CP are not depending on the mass
flow M˙ , while the maximum heat fluxes q˙max,nov depend on the mass flow M˙ using Novec™-7000 as
working fluid. For methanol the maximum reached global heat transfer coefficients hmax,meth and the
maximum heat fluxes q˙max,meth are nearly independent on the mass flow. The global heat transfer
coefficients h for higher mass flows M˙ keep at a high level for a wider range for the topography
CS3CP compared to CP, while the maximum reached heat fluxes q˙max,nov are the same for both
topographies using Novec™-7000. With methanol as working fluid much higher heat transfer co-
efficients are reached with the topography CS3CP. The maximum reached heat fluxes q˙max,meth seem
to be slightly higher for CS3CP compared to CP. The mean heat transfer distance dmht is comparatively
low for both micro-porous topographies dmht = 4.5− 4.9µm.
The heat transfer characteristics of the DMS-sintered topography CoSi show a very high ratio of con-
vective heat transfer compared to evaporation. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc conducts
up to≈ 50% of the global heat transfer coefficient h for the mass flow M˙ = 14.8 kg/h with methanol.
For Novec™-7000 the convective heat transfer coefficient is much lower and therefore the evaporative
heat transport is of more importance. The trends of the global heat transfer coefficient h over heat
flux q˙ and the heat flux q˙ over wall superheat ∆tw qualitatively differ from the other topographies.
Thus the topography CoSi is not assigned to the two main groups. More different DMS-sintered to-
pographies are needed to assign these type of structures to one of the two groups or to define a third
group.
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5.1.4 Influence of Fluid Subcooling
The influence of the degree of subcooling ∆tf of the working fluid sprayed onto the heated surface is
discussed in two sections subdivided as follows:
• Separate regard on the heat transfer mechanisms: The global and discrete heat transfer coef-
ficients as well as the wall temperatures tw are discussed in dependency on the fluid subcooling
∆tf and the mass flow M˙ .
• Influence of surface topography and fluid subcooling: The results of measurements with
variable fluid subcooling ∆tf on a polished and micro-porous surface topography are compared
to each other.
Separate Regard on the Heat Transfer Mechanisms
The following findings on heat transfer mechanisms will be discussed exemplarily with a selection
of the results using methanol as working fluid. The influence of the mass flow M˙ will also be dis-
cussed in exemplary diagrams.
The global heat transfer coefficient h is plotted over the heat flux q˙ for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h and
M˙ = 11.2 kg/h for fluid subcooling ∆tf = 3.2;7.2; 15.1 K in figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Global heat transfer coefficient h over heat flux q˙; polished surface PS ; working fluid:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.59
With increasing heat flux q˙, the global heat transfer coefficients h increase for all degrees of subcooling
∆tf and mass flows M˙ since the portion of evaporating fluid increases. The h are higher, the higher
the mass flow M˙ is, due to the potential to transport more heat by convection with higher mass flow.
The trend of h over q˙ is very similar for the different degrees of fluid subcooling ∆tf for the lowest
mass flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc decreases with increasing q˙
(similar to figure 5.2) for all ∆tf since the proportion of evaporation increases. From equation 4.3
the convective heat flow increases with increasing mass flow M˙ , increasing liquid heat capacity cp,l or
increasing fluid subcooling ∆tf. In figure 5.29 the convective heat transfer coefficients hc are plotted
over the degree of fluid subcooling ∆tf for the mass flows M˙ = 5.1 & 11.2 kg/h and constant heat
fluxes q˙ = 19.8;39.5; 59.4 W/cm2. With increasing subcooling ∆tf the convective heat transfer
coefficients hc increase linearly.
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For ∆tf ≈ 0.3 K nearly no heat is transported by single-phase convection (cf. equation 4.3), resulting
in a very low convective heat transfer coefficient hc ≈ 0.033 W/cm2 K (cf. equation 4.8), while for
∆tf ≈ 15 K subcooling the convective heat transfer coefficient hc ≈ 1.1 W/cm2 K is approximately
30 times higher. The gradients of the convective heat transfer coefficients hc over ∆tf have a lower
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Figure 5.29: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over fluid subcooling ∆tf; polished surface PS ;
working fluid: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.59
rise for increasing heat flux q˙ for M˙ = const. since the heat transport due to evaporation increases
and predominates the increase in convective cooling due to a higher subcooling ∆tf. The convective
heat transfer is higher for the higher mass flow at the same fluid subcooling, while for the lower mass
flow evaporation is the dominating heat transfer mechanism already from lower heat fluxes. The non-
dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel is plotted over the fluid subcooling ∆tf for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h
in figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.30: Non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel over fluid subcooling ∆tf; polished surface
PS ; working fluid: methanol t∗ ≈ 0.59; M˙ = 5.1 kg/h
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The non-dimensional heat transfer coefficients hrel decrease linearly with increasing subcooling ∆tf
with a steeper gradient the lower the heat flux q˙. The influence of the fluid subcooling on the wall
superheat can be evaluated from figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31: Wall superheat ∆tw over fluid subcooling ∆tf; polished surface PS ; working fluid:
methanol t∗ ≈ 0.59; M˙ = 5.1 kg/h
The wall superheat ∆tw is independent of the subcooling for all different heat fluxes q˙ for the mass
flow M˙ = 5.1 kg/h. The higher the heat flux, the higher the wall superheat.
To conclude the influence of the fluid subcooling and the mass flow on heat transfer as discussed
in the current section, the global heat transfer coefficient is only influenced by the higher mass flow.
The decrease of hrel with increasing ∆tf is higher, the higher the mass flow is, since convective heat
transport is much higher for higher mass flows. The dominance of evaporation in heat transport is
visible also for high heat fluxes and low subcooling, since even the higher convective heat transport
for high mass flows does not outweigh the explicit highly effective heat transport due to evapo-
ration. While for M˙ = 5.1 kg/h the heat is mainly transported by evaporation, the convective
transported heat is higher for M˙ = 11.2 kg/h and influencing the heat transport depending on the
fluid subcooling and heat flux.
Influence of Surface Topography and Fluid Subcooling
The influence of the surface topography is evaluated with a comparison of the polished surface
PS and the micro-porous sintered surface CP. The results presented and analysis discussed in this
paragraph are valid for the working fluid Novec™-7000 for M˙ = 11.2 kg/h and q˙ = 40 W/cm2.
The trends of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc over fluid subcooling ∆tf (see figure 5.32)
increase linearly on both surfaces. The micro-porous surface CP reaches a much steeper gradient
and thus much higher absolute values than for the polished surface PS. The convective heat trans-
fer is enhanced by a larger surface area and a longer flow path of the liquid on and inside the
micro-porous surface CP, enabling the transfer of more heat to the liquid, which results in greater
convective heat transfer coefficients. For a liquid subcooling ∆tf = 15 K the surface PS reaches
hc ≈ 0.85 W/cm2 K, while the surface CP reaches hc ≈ 2.25 W/cm2 K.
The evaporative heat transfer coefficients hv are plotted over fluid subcooling ∆tf for both surfaces
for the working fluid Novec™-7000 for M˙ = 11.2 kg/h and q˙ = 40 W/cm2 in figure 5.33. The
evaporative heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing fluid subcooling since the liquid can
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take more heat the higher the subcooling is. The heating up of the liquid to saturation temperature
needs more time. For a liquid subcooling ∆tf = 15 K the surface PS reaches hc ≈ 1.46 W/cm2 K,
while the surface CP reaches hc ≈ 3.86 W/cm2 K.
Comparing the convective heat transfer coefficients in figure 5.32 to the evaporative heat transfer
coefficients in figure 5.33, for a lower subcooling than the turning point ∆tf ≈ 14 K the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient is lower than the evaporative heat transfer coefficient, while for higher
subcooling the convective heat transfer coefficient is higher than the evaporative heat transfer co-
efficient on the micro-porous surface CP. For the polished surface PS this turning point for the
subcooling is ∆tf ≈ 12 K. Reasoning these findings a minimum subcooling is needed to make the
convective heat transport superpose the evaporative heat transport. Below this turning point evap-
oration typically superposes convection. This may be influenced by the ratio ∆hv
cl ∆tf
of the working fluid.
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Figure 5.32: Convective heat transfer coefficient hc over fluid subcooling ∆tf; ; surfaces: PS & CP ;
Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69; M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; heat flux q˙ = 40 W/cm2
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Figure 5.33: Evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv over fluid subcooling ∆tf; ; surfaces: PS & CP ;
Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69; M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; heat flux q˙ = 40 W/cm2
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5.1.5 Influence of the Saturation Condition
To determine the influence of the test cell pressure pcell = psat and the saturation temperature
tsat = f (psat), a test series with variable test cell pressure pcell = 480− 1320 mbar was carried out
using Novec™-7000 at the polished surface PS. The mass flow and heat flux were M˙ = 11.2 kg/h
and q˙ = 40 W/cm2. The global heat transfer coefficient h is plotted over the test cell pressure pcell in
figure 5.34.
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Figure 5.34: Global heat transfer coefficient h over test cell pressure pcell; ; polished surface PS ;
Novec™-7000 t∗ ≈ 0.69; M˙ = 11.2 kg/h; heat flux q˙ = 40 W/cm2
The global heat transfer coefficient h slightly increases linearly with increasing system pressure, reach-
ing ≈ 50% higher values for pcell = 1320 mbar than for pcell = 480 mbar. The global heat transfer
measurements of the using Novec™-7000 were made in the range of pcell = 830− 890 mbar, where
the heat transfer coefficient difference is ∆h≈ 4%, which is in the range of the measurement inaccu-
racy. A study on the influence of pcell on the heat transfer for the working fluid methanol was done
within a small range of test cell pressures pcell = 130− 400 mbar.
Concluding the results of both working fluids and within the tested ranges, there are no or only
negligible influences of the test cell pressure on the heat transfer coefficient detectable. The results
are valid for the set of parameters M˙ = 11.2 kg/h, q˙ = 40 W/cm2 and within the tested ranges of
the test cell pressure pcell. Out of the tested ranges as well as for other sets of parameters, trustable
propositions for the qualitative and quantitative results cannot be given here. Since the deviations in
test cell pressure, during and over the period of measurements of τ≈ 2 years, are within a very small
range of typically ∆pcell ≤ 50 mbar, the dependency of the results presented and discussed in chapter
5 on the saturation condition tsat = f (psat = pcell) is neglected.
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5.2 Local Heat Transfer during Single and Multiple Droplet Evaporation
The aim to investigate the evaporation of single and multiple droplets in this work is to determine
the influence of coalescence on the heat transfer characteristics during evaporation. The idea is to
deduce qualitative statements to get information about how the single and multiple droplet evapora-
tion influences spray cooling. Some results in this chapter image the chronological evolution of the
impact, heating and evaporation of droplets using the absolute time τ or the non-dimensional time
τ/τe where τe is the time until the drop is completely evaporated. Different kinematic and wetting
effects during drop impact of Novec™-7000 on the heated chromium surface observed during the
measurements are reported briefly in the following. During the impact of a single droplet onto the
heater surface, a wave motion, as described in Bhardwaj et al. [9], can be observed as shown in the
pictures in figure 5.35.
Figure 5.35: Pictures: Wave motion during the impact of a single droplet
No oscillations of the droplet residue can be observed, since oscillation may be damped and prevented
by a liquid film screen on the surface.
The operational parameters of the experiment are limited due to specific constraints like material
properties. The superheat of the wall to the liquid working fluid dropped on the wall ∆twf = tw− tf
is not allowed to exceed ∆twf ≈ 25 K, since this leads to very high thermal stresses inside the infrared
transmissive calcium fluoride heater substrate, causing cracks. The wall superheat∆twf is additionally
limited since the droplets split into numerous small droplets and bounce over the surface, not reaching
a static condition where evaporation can be observed within the FOV of the IR video camera if∆twf is
too high. As an example of these observations, the splitting of three impacting droplets into numerous
droplet residues on the surface due to a to high surface superheat∆twf ≈ 21 K is shown in figure 5.36.
Figure 5.36: Pictures: Splitting of three impacting droplets after short coalescence due to high surface
superheat∆twf ≈ 21 K
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The bouncing of droplets can be prevented by reducing the impact velocity vimp. Otherwise a mini-
mum surface superheat ∆twf ≈ 5 K is needed to measure cooling effects (as the transient heating up)
and evaporation of the droplet on the surface with the IR video camera.
As mentioned in subsection 4.2.4, a thin layer of higher boiling temperature deposit accumulates at
the surface. This deposit acts as a screen for the droplets to pin after the impact and during the evap-
oration. Without the screen, the droplets would slide over the surface and out of the FOV during the
experiments. The screen is therefore needed for the realisation of the experiments, even though the
results may be influenced by these effects. The thickness sdep of the deposit has been measured from
black-and-white pictures to be typically sdep ≈ 0.15 mm. The evolution of two impacting droplets
spreading with time, influenced by deposits on the heater surface acting as screen for fluid pinning
and coalescence, is shown in figure 5.37.
Figure 5.37: Pictures: Evolution of the droplet spreading influenced by deposits acting as screen
for fluid pinning and coalescence (top/bottom pictures without/with deposit screen);
∆twf = 17 K, Re ≈3630, We ≈108, V0 = 1.1ml
The top pictures in figure 5.37 display the time evolution of the droplet spreading on the surface
without deposits. The two impacting droplets coalesce and split again into two individual droplet
residues, while the two impacting droplets coalesce and stay pinned as one droplet residue due to the
pinning maintained by the deposits’ screen in the bottom pictures in figure 5.37.
5.2.1 Single Droplet Evaporation
The qualitative results of the transient single droplet heat transfer of this work (cf. figure 5.38) are
comparable to the ones of Fischer et al. [34]. In the experiments of Fischer et al. [34], recondensed
pure liquid drops onto the surface, which does not contain any impureness as the working fluid in
this work that is pumped out of the reservoir containing an impureness of 0.5 % as purchased from
the manufacturer. Thus the influence of the thin layer of higher boiling temperature deposit (among
others from the impureness) on the heater surface on the qualitative results is neglected. The black-
and-white pictures, temperature distribution (IR pictures) and computed heat flux distribution after
the impact of a single droplet at different dimensionless times τ/τe are shown in figure 5.38.
Compared to the later heat fluxes the heat flux is very high immediately after the drop impact
(τ/τe=0.003) for the whole area covered by the liquid droplet, which is caused due to the sub-
cooling ∆tf ≈ 2K of the impacting liquid droplet. Comparing the black-and-white and heat flux
pictures, the local heat flux is higher the thinner the liquid film of the droplet residue is. For
τ/τe = 0.275 the heat flux in the center of the droplet residue is assumed to trend to zero, while
the maximum heat flux is at the outer shape of the droplet residue where the three-phase contact line
is. For τ/τe ≥ 0.275 a steady-state heat transfer and saturation temperature inside the liquid droplet
residue are assumed.
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Figure 5.38: From left to right: black-and-white pictures, temperature distribution and computed heat
flux distribution after the impact of a single droplet at different non-dimensional times
(from top to bottom); Re=3676, We=110, V0 = 0.58ml, τe=0.598 s
The heat flux at the three-phase contact line (=ˆ the droplet outer shape) is maximum since the heat
resistance is minimal in the micro-zone; cf. subsection 2.2.2. To illustrate the heat flux at different
times in detail, profiles through the droplet are shown for different non-dimensional times τ/τe in
figure 5.39.
The maximum heat flux q˙max during the whole evaporation process appears at the three-phase con-
tact line, which verifies the importance of the heat transfer in this region. In the range of the non-
dimensional time 0< τ/τe ≤ 0.275 a transient heating up of the droplet takes place as well as contact
line evaporation. A steady-state inside the droplet residue can be traced for a non-dimensional time
τ/τe ≥ 0.275 as assumed before, since the position and the heat flux q˙ at the three-phase contact
line for τ/τe = 0.836 are similar for τ/τe = 0.275. In contrast to the earlier assumption, the heat
flux inside the droplet is not zero but nevertheless very low. The energy needed for evaporation is
transported by conduction through the liquid film to the boundary, where thin film evaporation and
contact line evaporation take place as described in subsection 2.2.2. The trend of the profile through
the liquid droplet residue after heating up to saturation temperature for τ/τe ≥ 0.275 is comparable
to the results of the evaporation rate presented by Ajaev et al. [6] associated with the high heat flux
at the three-phase contact line assuming one-dimensional conduction through a thin droplet and a
saturated atmosphere.
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Figure 5.39: Profiles through the liquid single droplet residue for different non-dimensional times
τ/τe; Re=3676, We=110, V0 = 0.58ml, τe=0.598 s
5.2.2 Multiple Droplet Evaporation
Different experiments of multiple coalescing and non-coalescing droplets have been undertaken. Con-
secutively an assortment of the most important findings will be presented and discussed.
Analysing the Heat Flow and the Accumulated Heat of Three Non-coalescing Droplets
To visualise the heat transport of three non-coalescing droplets, the heat flow Q˙diss and the accu-
mulated heat Qacc are plotted over the evaporation time τ in figure 5.40. The heat flow Q˙diss has
been determined by computing the power from the heat flux of each pixel and summing up the power
of each pixel in the field of view of the camera for one picture. The acculmulated heat Qacc is the
summation of the heat transferred from the beginning of the measurement τ0 = 0 s to the time of
inspection τ. The total accumulated heat Qacc,tot is the heat transferred until the droplet is completely
evaporated.
Two peaks in heat flow Q˙diss occur just after the beginning of the measurement (0 s < τ < 0.03 s),
which is due to the impact of two droplets followed by one time-shifted droplet onto the heated sur-
face, which can be seen on black-and-white pictures in figure 5.40. When the droplets are contracted,
static and at saturation temperature (τ ≥ 0.15 s), the transported heat flow Q˙diss decreases linearly
over time τ until two of three droplets are fully evaporated (τ ≈ 0.6 s) and the remaining droplet
evaporates with a linear decrease in heat flow at a lower gradient (0.6 s < τ < τe). The mea-
sured total accumulated heat Qacc,tot = 0.206 J is lower than the calculated total accumulated heat
Qacc,calc = ∆hv,nov M0 = 0.286 J, transported by the evaporated initial droplet mass M0. All droplets
in the measurement are considered for the determination of the initial droplet mass M0 =
∑
Mdrop.
The individual droplet mass Mdrop has been determined with the individual droplet diameter ddrop
measured from last the black-and-white picture just before the impact, assuming a spherical droplet
Mdrop = ρl,nov Vdrop = ρl,nov
1
6
pi d3drop. (5.2)
The heating up of the droplet is disregarded here since the fluid subcooling ∆tf is low. The calculated
heat Qacc,calc is 38% higher than the measured heat Qacc,tot and could be caused for example by the
inaccuracy in determination of the droplet diameter ddrop from the black-and-white pictures.
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Figure 5.40: Heat flow Q˙diss and accumulated heat Qacc over time τ of three non-coalescing droplets;
Re=3513, We=105, V0 = 1.5ml, τe=0.828 s
Comparison of the Heat Flow of a Single Droplet Compared to Two Non-coalescing Droplets
To determine if the heat transport of two impacting droplets is influenced by each other due to
the heat capacity of the heater, the heat transport of two non-coalescing droplets is compared to
one single droplet multiplied by two. The heat flow Q˙diss over time τ is shown in figure 5.41.
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Figure 5.41: Comparison of the heat flow Q˙diss of two times a single droplet and two non-coalescing
droplets; two times single droplet at a time: Re=3917, We=120, V0 = 2x0.66µl, two
droplets at a time: Re=3808, We=115, V0 = 1.27ml
Comparing the accumulated heat of a single droplet multiplied by two Qacc,tot,SDx2 = 0.207 J to
two non-coalescing droplets Qacc,tot,2NCD = 0.196 J, the accumulated heats are similar, with a little
difference of ≈ 5% assumed to be due to measurement uncertainties. The trends of the heat flow
Q˙diss over evaporation time τ of both cases and also the evaporation time are congruent. These find-
ings lead to the assumption that the heat transport of neighbouring droplets of the working fluid
Novec™-7000 on a s = 3 mm thick calcium fluoride glass heater is not influenced due to multiple
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droplets for the tested operational parameters and the given nozzle distance of snozzle = 4 mm. The
experimental combination of the heat capacity cCaF2 and the heat conduction λCaF2 in the calcium flu-
oride heater and the enthalpy of evaporation∆hv of the working fluid does not affect the evaporation.
Comparison of the Heat Transfer Characteristics of Two Coalescing and Two Non-coalescing Droplets
To determine the influence of droplet coalescence on the heat transport, the heat flows Q˙diss over
time τ of two coalescing (2CD) and two non-coalescing droplets (2NCD) are plotted in figure 5.42.
The accumulated heat is similar for the two coalescing Qacc,tot,2CD = 0.198 J and two non-coalescing
droplets Qacc,tot,2NCD = 0.196 J. The maximum heat flow Q˙diss,2CD,imp of the coalescing droplets is
higher during impact than Q˙diss,2NCD,imp for the non-coalescing droplets, as is the evaporation time
(τe,2CD ≈ 0.87 s and τe,2NCD ≈ 0.67 s). The trends of the heat flows over evaporation time of two co-
alescing and two non-coalescing droplets are nearly congruent. Small differences occur at τ≈ 0.25 s
with a higher heat flow for the coalescing droplets and in the range 0.35 s < τ < 0.5 s with a higher
heat flow for the non-coalescing droplets. As shown in the black-and-white pictures in figure 5.42,
the shape of the droplet residues for the coalesced and non-coalesced droplets is different and may
influence the heat transfer. This allows to assume an influence of the length of the three-phase contact
line lcl on the heat transfer. To verify this assumption, the length of the three-phase contact line lcl for
the two coalescing and two non-coalescing droplets is plotted over evaporation time τ in figure 5.43.
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Figure 5.42: Heat flow Q˙diss over time τ for two coalescing and two non-coalescing droplets; 2NCD:
Re=3808, We=115, V0 = 1.27ml, 2CD: Re=4016, We=124, V0 = 1.41ml
The length of the three-phase contact line lcl is determined as the summation of the contour of the
droplet residues from the heat flux pictures. To simplify the comparison of the length of the three-
phase contact line, heat flux pictures are inserted at relevant time positions in figure 5.43. The
length of the three-phase contact line of the non-coalesced droplets lcl,2NCD is always longer (during
their lifetime on the heated surface) than lcl,2CD for the coalesced droplets. The heat flow of the
non-coalesced droplets in figure 5.42 is always slightly higher than for the coalesced droplets, which
corresponds very well to the length of the three-phase contact line in figure 5.43. The higher heat flow
for the non-coalescing droplets at 0.35 s < τ < 0.5 s is due to the higher length of the three-phase
contact line lcl and a lower decrease in lcl over time τ in this range.
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Figure 5.43: Length of the three-phase contact line lcl over time τ for two coalescing and two non-
coalescing droplets; 2NCD: Re=3808, We=115, V0 = 1.27µm, 2CD: Re=4016, We=124, V0 =
1.41ml
For τ ≈ 0.45 s (red bar in figures 5.42, 5.43) the ratio of the length of the contact lines
lcl,2NCD
lcl,2CD
= 26
17.5
≈1.5 corresponds well with the ratio of the dissipated heat flows Q˙diss,2NCD
Q˙diss,2CD
= 0.2
0.13
≈1.5.
The conflict of the slightly lower heat flow of the non-coalescing droplets at τ ≈ 0.25 s, even if the
length of the three-phase contact line lcl,2NCD is longer than for the coalescing droplets, points to a
specific effect influencing heat transfer. The heat flux pictures in figure 5.43 show a necking of the
coalesced droplet residue at τ≈ 0.25 s, which may be of further interest for a more detailed analysis.
This necking effect and the influence on the heat transport are further explained in the following
subsection.
Analysing the Heat Transport Due to Necking of Coalesced Droplets
An example of the distribution and sections of the heat flux q˙diss of the necking of two coalesced
droplets is shown in figure 5.44.
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Figure 5.44: Distribution and sections of the heat flux q˙diss of the necking of two coalesced droplets;
Re=4016, We=124, V0 = 1.41ml, τ≈0.25 s
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The heat flux picture (left) as well as the sectionplot (right) in figure 5.44 state that the heat flux
q˙diss at the three-phase contact line in the necking zone (1) is higher than in the droplet residue in
the middle of the prior droplets (2). Away from the three-phase contact line, the heat flux q˙diss is
very low or even tends to zero. These findings state that necking of the residue of coalesced droplets
has a positive effect on the heat transfer at the three-phase contact line, resulting in locally higher
heat transfer (red zones in left picture of figure 5.44), which may be caused by a reduced evaporation
resistance due to a thinner film and increased gradient in curvature (cf. subsection 2.2.2) in the
necking zone. To investigate the influence of the elapsed time to splitting of necked droplet residues,
the heat flows Q˙diss over evaporation time τ of two cases of coalesced droplets are compared in
figure 5.45. Splitting of the coalesced droplets can occur early or late during the time of evaporation.
These two cases are named early (EBU) and late break-up (LBU) in the following. For both cases the
heat flow Q˙diss decreases linearly with increasing time τ after droplet impact, tightening and heating
up of the droplet residue finished. After the early break-up (τ ≈ 0.17 s), the heat flow Q˙diss,EBU
decreases linearly for the remaining time until the droplet residues have been fully evaporated. For
the late break-up case, splitting occurs at τ ≈ 0.3 s with a large decrease in heat flow Q˙diss,LBU at the
break-up instant and a linear decrease until the droplet residues have been fully evaporated. This
finding is proved since the length of the three-phase contact line (cf. heat flux pictures in figure
5.45) instantaneously decreases and the positive effects on heat transfer vanish with the disappearing
necking. The evaporation time τe is lower for the late break-up τe,LBU ≈ 0.46 s than for the early
break-up τe,EBU ≈ 0.54 s case.
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Figure 5.45: Two break up cases for coalesced droplets; Re ≈3630, We ≈108, V0 = 1.1ml
The distribution and sections of the heat flux q˙diss of the necking of two coalesced droplets at
τ ≈ 0.29 s are shown in figure 5.46. The heat flux q˙diss just before the break-up of the coalesced
droplet residue is very high in the necking zone ((1), dark red region) compared to the middle of the
prior droplets ((2), blue region), as can be seen in the heat flux distribution (figure 5.46, left) and
the sections through the necking zone and the middle of the prior droplets (figure 5.46, right). Com-
paring the findings from figures 5.44 and 5.46, the heat flux q˙diss in the necking region (1) increases
with decreasing necking region width. The maximum heat flux q˙diss,max is reached at the instant of
break up of the necking region. From literature (cf. subsection 2.2.2) it is assumed that this is due to
a lower film thickness and an increased curvature of the three-phase contact line.
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Figure 5.46: Distribution and sections of the heat flux of the necking of two coalesced droplets before
splitting; Re ≈3630, We ≈108, V0 = 1.1ml, τ≈0.29 s
Comparison of the Transported Heat to the Length of the Three-phase Contact line
To illustrate the influence of the length of the three-phase contact line lcl on the heat transport in
the necking region of the late break-up case, the heat flow Q˙diss and the length of the three-phase
contact line lcl are plotted over time τ in figure 5.47.
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Figure 5.47: Heat flow Q˙diss versus the length of the three-phase contact line lcl of two coalescing
droplets; Re ≈3630, We ≈108, V0 = 1.1ml
Comparing the trends over time, the relation between the length of the three-phase contact line and
the heat flow becomes clear for times 0.15 s < τ < 0.25 s. From τ ≥ 0.15 s the droplet is fluid-
dynamically and thermodynamically in a steady-state. The trends of the length of the three-phase
contact line and the heat flow proceed nearly parallel with a very similar decrease comparing the
decline of the heat flows
Q˙diss,0.15s−Q˙diss,0.25s
Q˙diss,0.15s
≈ˆ − 42.3% and the decline of the length of the three-phase
contact lines
lcl,0.15s−lcl,0.25s
lcl,0.15s
≈ˆ − 48.9%. The sharp decrease of lcl immediately causes a strong decrease
of Q˙diss at the same time τ ≈ 0.29 s. When the droplet residues diminish at τ ≈ 0.48 s the heat flow
Q˙diss reaches zero. The statements of these findings correspond to the theory and prior experiments
as mentioned in subsection 2.2.1.
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6 Summary and Conclusion
6.1 Global Heat Transfer During Spray Cooling
Discrete Evaluation of Heat Transfer Mechanisms
The main results and benefits of the new concept of the discrete evaluation of the single-phase
convection and evaporation that has for the first time been applied to an experimental spray cool-
ing setup are discussed and concluded in the following.
The proof of the necessity to consider the heat transfer mechanisms separately is provided in subsec-
tion 5.1.1. For a low degree of subcooling∆tf evaporation is the dominating heat transfer mechanism
in comparison to the single-phase convection. An increase in heat flux q˙ leads to an increase in evap-
orative heat transfer coefficient hv (cf. figure 5.4) while the convective heat transfer coefficient hc
decreases (cf. figure 5.2). Since the absolute heat transferred by evaporation is greater (for medium
and high heat fluxes) and much more efficient (higher heat transfer coefficients; more heat per mass
unit transferred) than for convection, the global heat transfer coefficient h represents the superpo-
sition of both the discrete heat transfer coefficients governed by evaporation. Thus the discrete
evaluation is very important to understand the basic mechanisms separately to be able to model
spray cooling and optimise spray cooling for technical applications.
Influence of Geometrical Wall Parameters
The conclusion of the results and analysis of the influence of the surface topography are presented
here:
The optimum drainage of the liquid as well as a minimised thermal resistance Rth between the hot
solid surface and the heat transporting working fluid and a large open volume inside the surface
structure, abetting vapour flow-off, are crucial for an efficient heat transfer. The structure of the
surface topography, whether micro-milled or micro-porous, is vital for the liquid drainage of excess
working fluid and the free path for the flow-off of the produced vapour.
The tested surface topographies have a characteristic behaviour in heat transfer depending on the
method of production and can be divided into two basic groups:
(a) The polished and micro-milled topographies with micro-structures.
(b) The micro-porous topographies with porous coatings or structures with porous surface finish.
While the global heat transfer coefficients h of the polished and micro-milled topographies increase
nearly linearly until a maximum is reached and then decrease nearly linearly with increasing heat
flux, the heat transfer coefficients h of the micro-porous topographies strongly increase already from
low heat fluxes up to a stable level where the heat transfer coefficients remain constant for increasing
heat fluxes. This behaviour is governed by evaporation since these findings can be seen in the global
heat transfer coefficient h and the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv. The qualitative behaviour
is independent of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc, where the only differences are slightly
higher absolute values for the micro-porous topography up to a certain value of levelled heat fluxes,
where the heat transfer coefficients hc and hv of the micro-milled topography rise above the hc and hv
of the micro-porous topography.
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This behaviour may be explained with an increasing amount of vapour produced inside the micro-
porous structure that has to flow off with increasing heat flux (assuming that the maximum convective
transportable heat is reached). The more vapour is produced, the more volume inside the structure is
filled with vapour, disrupting capillary forces that distribute the liquid inside the structure to prevent
dryout zones. Since the vapour flow-off out of the open channels of the micro-milled structure is
assumed easier and therefore faster than from the inside of the micro-porous structure, the heat
transfer at levelled heat fluxes can be better for the open channel micro-milled structure.
The heat transfer mechanism evaporation governs the heat transfer independent of the surface topog-
raphy, which could be proved analysing the non-dimensional heat transfer coefficients hrel over heat
flux for all tested topographies, where the hrel are nearly similar. Comparing the improvements with
a non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient h/hPS the micro-milled topographies reach improvement
coefficients h/hPS = 1.5− 2.4, while the micro-porous topographies reach h/hPS = 5.6− 6.5.
A hybrid structure made of micro-milled channels filled with micro-porous sintered powder parti-
cles has been tested with the aim to combine the high heat transfer coefficients as the feature for
micro-porous topographies and high maximum heat fluxes of micro-milled topographies. This hybrid
topography generally performs qualitatively similar as the fully sintered powder packed bed topogra-
phy but shows a strong dependency on the working fluid, which will be summarised in the section
regarding the influence of operational parameters on spray cooling heat transfer. The hybrid topog-
raphy contains fins from solid material inside the structure, enabling the mean distance of the heat
conducting path from the solid surface to the working fluid to be reduced, compared to the powder
packed bed. A higher density of nucleation sites as well as an increased surface area and length of the
three-phase contact line lcl inside the micro-porous sintered part significantly enhance evaporation
heat transfer compared to the only micro-milled topography.
Influence of Working Fluid Properties
Methanol: ∆hv ≈ 1160J/g, cl ≈ 2.6J/g K, Novec: ∆hv ≈138J/g, cl ≈1.2 J/gK:
The results obtained in this work are representative for the working fluids methanol and Novec™-
7000. The working fluids were chosen in a way that the fluid properties differ by values several times
higher or lower, which allows the influencing properties (enthalpy of evaporation ∆hv and liquid
heat capacity cl) to be distinguished. The working fluid properties influence the amount of convec-
tive and evaporative transported heat. This leads not exclusively to differences in the quantitative
heat transfer and therefore heat transfer coefficients but also qualitatively changes the heat transfer
characteristics and also the influence of different heat transfer mechanisms depending on the surface
topography. One example here is the global heat transfer coefficient h over the heat flux q˙ in figure
5.19, where the maximum absolute value of the heat flux depends on the working fluid and therefore
the fluid properties, as already mentioned. The fluid properties also affect the wall superheat ∆tw,
giving much lower absolute wall superheats at a constant heat flux for the working fluid methanol,
where the fluid properties both ∆hv and cl are greater than for the working fluid Novec™-7000.
Influence of Operational Parameters
The influences of different operational parameters on the heat transfer during spray cooling has
been analysed. Detailed conclusions of the influence as well as the range of each operational pa-
rameter are given in the following sections:
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Working fluid subcooling; range: 0.5 K < ∆tf < 20 K:
The degree of subcooling ∆tf of the working fluid sprayed onto the heated surface influences
the convective heat transfer coefficient hc, which decreases with increasing heat flux q˙ but in-
creases with increasing fluid subcooling ∆tf for a constant heat flux q˙ = const.. The gradient
of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc over increasing fluid subcooling ∆tf depends on
the surface topography. Comparing the polished topography PS to the micro-porous topogra-
phy CP, the gradient of the convective heat transfer coefficient hc of CP is ≈ 2.5-times higher.
For a constant heat flux q˙ the evaporative heat transfer coefficient hv is higher, the lower the
fluid subcooling ∆tf is, since the convective transportable heat is lower and therefore the heat
is transported by evaporation. The global heat transfer coefficient h seems to be independent
of the fluid subcooling for low mass flows, while for higher mass flows the h increase. The
non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient hrel decreases with increasing fluid subcooling ∆tf for
a constant heat flux q˙ = const., while the hrel is higher, the higher the heat flux q˙ is. The wall
superheat ∆tw is not affected by an increase in fluid subcooling ∆tf.
Heat flux; range: 10 W/cm2 < q˙ < 199 W/cm2:
The global and evaporative heat transfer coefficients h and hv of the polished and micro-
milled topographies increase nearly linearly with increasing heat flux until a maximum is
reached and then decrease nearly linearly, while for micro-porous topographies the heat trans-
fer coefficient strongly increases for low heat fluxes, keeps constant at high values and then de-
creases with further increasing heat flux. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc decreases
with increasing heat flux q˙, independent of the surface topography, since evaporation as the
dominating heat transfer mechanism accelerates. The non-dimensional heat transfer coeffi-
cient h/hPS increases with increasing heat flux q˙ due to the larger amount of vapour produced.
The wall superheat ∆tw increases with increasing heat flux q˙.
Mass flow; range: 5.1 kg/h< M˙ < 14.8 kg/h:
The convective heat transfer coefficient hc increases linearly with increasing mass flow M˙ , with
a steeper gradient and higher absolute values for the micro-porous sintered topographies CP and
CS3CP than for the polished and micro-milled topographies PS, CS, CS3 and the DML-sintered
CoSi. For all topographies, the non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient h/hPS decreases with
increasing mass flow M˙ at a constant heat flux q˙ = const. since the amount of convective trans-
ferred heat increases, which results in a decrease of heat transported by evaporation. While for
the working fluid methanol the maximum heat fluxes q˙max,meth are nearly independent of the
mass flow, for the working fluid Novec™-7000 the maximum heat fluxes q˙max,nov are greater the
greater the mass flow M˙ .
Saturation condition; range: Methanol: 20°C < tsat < 42.6°C, Novec: 16.7°C < tsat < 43.3°C:
The global heat transfer coefficient h slightly increases with increasing saturation pressure psat
for the working fluid Novec™-7000 within the tested range. Since deviations between different
measurement campaigns and days of measuring are low (∆psat < 50 mbar), the influences
on the heat transfer coefficients are negligible. The qualitative results for the working fluid
methanol are nearly independent of the saturation pressure, and therefore an influence also
neglected in this work. These findings are trustable only for the tested ranges and sets of
parameters.
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6.2 Local Heat Transfer During Droplet Evaporation
The proof-of-concept of the combination of the multiple droplet generator and the IR transparent glass
heater is verified by the results presented in section 5.2. The main results and new effects figured out
during the experiments on the local heat transfer measurements during single and multiple droplet
evaporation are concluded in this paragraph. The aim to investigate the evaporation heat transfer of
single and multiple droplets is to evaluate effects and the influence of coalescence. After concluding
the main experimental conditions, the results are concluded in the following three sections:
• Analysing the heat flow of non-coalescing evaporating droplets
• Comparison of coalesced vs. non-coalesced evaporating droplets
• Analysing heat transport and the length of the three-phase contact line of coalesced droplets
As main findings concerning experimental conditions, the surface temperature tw influences the way
the droplets spread on the surface. If tw is too high, the droplets split up during impact, if not, the
droplets settle down on the surface and begin to heat up and evaporate.
Due to a thin layer of higher boiling temperature residues on the surface, which accumulates after
several droplets have evaporated, the experimental investigation is rendered possible. The residues
of the higher boiling fluid act as a screen where the impacting droplet is able to pin to remain static
in its impact position, which allows observation with the high-speed infrared and black-and-white
video cameras. Without the screening and pinning effect, the droplets move out of the field-of-view
of the cameras, which eliminates the possibility to make observations with the high-speed cameras.
The screen effect is used to do the measurements, but physical effects such as the thermal resistance
of the screen film are neglected in the further evaluations. Different effects as for example the wave
formation due to drop impact and the transient heating up of the droplet (cf. chapter 2) could
be repeated to validate the new experimental setup. Additionally new effects that have not been
observed before could be identified and analysed in this work. The evaluation of the local heat
transfer measurements can be seen as qualitative results, but the number of measurements is not
sufficient to state quantitative findings.
Analysing the Heat Flow of Non-coalescing Evaporating Droplets
Results obtained for single droplet evaporation show a very high heat flux just after impact due
to the heating up of the subcooled droplet to wall temperature. After 27.5% of the evaporation time
has past, the heat transfer in the center of the droplet trends to zero while the heat transfer at the
three-phase contact line at the rim of the droplet is very high. Thus the heat is primarily transported
by sensible heat followed by a stable evaporation with high heat transport at the three-phase contact
line. These findings are derived from the heat flux distribution pictures calculated from the temper-
ature distribution fields in figure 5.38 and the profiles through the droplet at different dimensionless
times τ/τe in figure 5.39. Analysing the heat transfer of non-coalescing multiple droplets, the heat
flow Q˙diss is very high in the first milliseconds after impact and then strongly decreases during the
heating up of the droplet. When the droplet residue is heated to wall temperature tw, the evapora-
tion at the three-phase contact line is the only continuing mechanism to transfer further heat, which
appears in a linear decrease of the heat flow Q˙diss until the droplet residues are fully evaporated. The
heat transport inside the heater is not influenced if multiple droplets are dropped onto the heater,
which proves to be the comparison of the transported heat of a single droplet times two to the two
non-coalescing droplets, where the accumulated heat Qacc,tot and the trends of the heat flow Q˙diss
equal.
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Comparision of Coalesced vs. Non-coalesced Evaporating Droplets
The comparison of coalesced vs. non-coalesced droplet heat transfer shows an equal amount of
transported heat Qacc,tot, while the evaporation time τevap of the non-coalesced droplets is lower since
the length of the three-phase contact line is longer during the predominant time of evaporation, which
enhances and speeds up the evaporation. The ratio of the heat flows is directly associated to the ratio
of the length of the three-phase contact lines in figures 5.42 and 5.43.
Analysing the Heat Transport and the Length of the Three-phase Contact line of Coalesced Droplets
Due to the coalescence of droplets there is a region formed where a bridge between the two droplets
connects both liquid residues together. This region is called the necking region. The thickness of the
liquid film in this region is very thin and the film has high curvature gradients towards the droplet
residues, which enables very high evaporation rates as shown in the experimental results in figures
5.44 and 5.46. Just before the tearing up of the bridge between the droplet residues and the thinner
the necking is, the heat flux is at its maximum in the necking region.
The length of the three-phase contact line can be directly associated with the heat flow (cf. figure
5.47) if the heat transfer is static and the droplet has already been heated up to wall temperature just
after the decay of transient heat transfer effects during droplet impact.
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7 Outlook and Recommendation
During the measurements and the evaluation of the different experiments presented in this work, dif-
ferent approaches for the optimisation and the continuation of the experiments have been identified.
These approaches are specified below with short descriptions in note form for the global spray cooling
experiments as well as the local heat transfer measurements.
Global Spray Cooling Experiment
• Enlarging the database with more working fluids, e.g. water (due to very high enthalpy of evap-
oration) and one liquid that ranks between methanol and the flourinated liquids, e.g. acetone,
on the same surface topographies and with the same operational parameters.
• Parameter studies varying the geometrical parameters such as channel width, depth and particle
size based on the hybrid surface topography and others since a detailed understanding of the
heat transfer mechanisms could be gained from further evalutions of surface topographies.
• Determining the degree of filling of the surface structure or the film thickness above the flooded
structure to evaluate the practicability of the mean heat transfer distance dmht as a geometrical
parameter for the modelling of spray cooling heat transfer.
• Always using PEEK as isolator to be able to run CHF measurements; with polycarbonate this
is not possible since the temperature at the adhesive joint inside the carrier disc reaches the
melting temperature of the polycarbonate, which occurs already at high heat fluxes (especially
with methanol) without reaching CHF.
• Changing from constant mass flow measurements to constant volume flow or constant enthalpy
flow measurements.
• Parameter studies with the multiple droplet generator with variable droplet frequencies and
densities on a high power copper heater to find an optimum droplet load for most efficient cool-
ing; for these kinds of experiments a new droplet generator with multiple channels generating
droplets in the typical range such as in a spray. ddrop = 50− 150 µm would be preferable to
close the gap between single droplet evaporation and spray cooling with chaotic and random
droplet distributions by a controlled known distribution of droplets.
• Replacing the sample container that has to be removed and evacuated after each measurement
with a flow through graduated burette (burette already available at TTD but not calibrated yet),
or determining the convective flow with an inline flow sensor with high accuracy.
• Full automation of the test setup (control and measuring) to be able to run measurements
without losing time for everyday preheating.
• Replacing the compression fitting at the test cell connection with a small flange connection since
this connection has to be opened every time to exchange the probe in the test cell (durability of
small flange » durability of compression fitting).
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Local Heat Transfer Measurements
• Parameter studies on coalescing effects and necking influencing the heat transfer also with
droplet arrays (3x3 or 4x4) to get a fundamental knowledge of these effects to get a step closer
to the modelling of spray cooling heat transfer on polished flat surfaces.
• Evaluation of coalescence effects specific for droplets in the typical spray droplet size
ddrop = 50− 150 µm (new droplet generator needed).
• The setup gives the possibility to investigate the evaporation of coalesced droplets with fluids
with different fluid properties which could be of interest for example for the pre-evaporation
of fossil-based fuels that typically compose of several hundreds of chemical compounds inside
combustion engines.
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